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The General Problem 
Lake Tenkiller has been a popul~r .area for recreationists sinee 
its completion in 1953 and is one of the most inteneivElly used :Lakes 
for recreation of any lake in·Oklah~~a. The high r~te of recreation 
use at the lake has caused conflicts between recreation and the othet" 
functions, Flood C!lnt;rol and hydroeleatric.power generatj.on ci:i.use 
fluctuations in the water ·level which is detrimen~al, to some extent, 
to recreation, Howeve:i:-, Lake Tenkiller was justified ,;>n the l,asil!'I of 
benefit$ from f19od control. and hydroelectric power, Rec:te~tion anp 
municipal water· supply wel;'e not included as purJi>oi;ell! in determ;l.ning 
benefits, but·were by-products of the project, 
Recreation does not currently compete with the munieipal water 
supply purpose. Howeve,:-, wate,: q~alit;y may deteriorate $Ufficiently 
in the future, without proper r~crea:t;:ion management, which would cause 
a conflict between water supply.and rec:re~tion, Problems lilay also 
arise as the quantity of water committed ·to wate·r st,1pply increases in 
the future. The water in Lake Tenki:J;1er is of very high cqu,~lity and 
is.preferred by municipalities and indt.1stries as their pr;i.mary water 
supply, Increased urbanization and industrial;ization could lead to 
competition between water supply and the other.purposes, 
loudly and resulted in political maneuve:r:tng · [9] and··several impact 
studies [1, 19, pp. 22-32]. The impacts o:fi flu~tuatitigwater level, 
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as it affects recreation, differs·on·vqrious bkes; mak;l.ng it necessary 
to analyze each lake separately.· 
Maintaining ·the environmental integrity of the Lake Tenkiller re-
creation area also is o:f; cbnsiderable importance; Intepsive use of the 
recreation facilities without proper managel)lent·wtll result in the 
erosion of soil on the shores of the ·lake. · ·sediment and ·other polluting 
materials are a by-product·of such uncontrolled ·use. As the quality of 
the water is reduced, water supply and recreation be~ome competitive 
with each other. In addition, deter:i,oration of ·the recr¢ation area 
surrounding the lake reduces the·quality of the recreational experience, 
thus reducing the value associated w:1,th ·the reclieation p4rpose, 
Obj ect!ve~ of the Study 
The general objective of the study wa:s to est;lmate the demand fo:r 
and the economic impact of selected water..;.based recreational activities 
at Lake Tenldller, l'he specific objectives· of tl:J-e study were: 
1) To determine the socio-economic characteristics of re-
creation users at Lake Tenkiller; by occupation, work 
week, education, income, mode 9f transportation, miles 
traveled, size of group, length of visit, type of trip 
and other classifications. 
2) To determine the expenditure patterns of recreationists 
at Lake Tenkiller and to develop demand curves for lake 
associated outdoor recreational activities. 
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There is, therefore, a potent~c:dly competitive· situation among the 
four uses of water: floQd control, power gene;i:,ation, water sui:,ply apd 
recrea;t;:ion. If resourc(;!s are to be allocated efficiently between com ... 
peting uses, the benefits forthcoming from each use must be determined, 
The benefits resulting from flood conttol, power generation, and water 
supply are normally readil.y available and a matter of public record. 
The purpose of this study is to determine the benefits arising from 
recreation, how recreation interacts with the other purposes, and how 
to minimize the conflicts between ·recreation and the other uses of the 
lake. 
Considerable research has been undertaken to determine the dem?nd 
for and th.e economic impact of recreatiop, In a critique of recent 
developments in.outdoor re9:reation, :Kalter stated that: 
Although conceptual and empirical difficu;Lt:1,es have inhibited 
the empirical estimation of re~reati9n c;lemand functions, the 
search for meaningful substitute approaches to provide eco~ 
nomic planning data has not been successful, Other methods 
have not been able to ad~quately consider all the factors 
relevant to the demand for and the economic valqe of recrea-
tion; nor have they been able to distinguish between the 
different va:!.ues a1:1sociateq with different types and quali-
ties of recreation experien~e. [11, p. 157] 
While there is no generaL).y accepted "best" method of estimating the 
value of outdoor recreation, several alternative methods have been 
used [17], 
Fluctuating lake level and low drawdown of the water resulting 
from power generation and flood control compete with a generally stable 
conservation pool best suited for recreation at Lake Tenkiller. Be,.. 
cause flood control is given the immeasurable benefit of saving human 
life, it is not contested, However, power generation has been contested 
3) To dete:rm.ine the ecottc;,mic·impact.on·the local economy 
of recreationists using ·i.ake 'l'en},(.iller~ 
4) . To a~lyze l;'ec:reational, ma;nageme~t;: prdblems of the Lake 
Tenkille:1; complex and to pteaent some·alternatives that· 
maintain the. environmental integrity of the area; 
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Recreation planners have long realized that various '1:!0Cio-econom:i,c 
characteristics of re~reat;lonists·affect the:tr·part:tc~pation in various 
recreational· pursuitE! and their expenditure pattel;'nI,1~- · The determinat;ion 
. of selected socio-economic· character.ist;:i,es of recreation:tsts using Lake 
Tenkiller was needed to analy~e tl;,.e impact,. if ·11ny; of these character-
istics on e;xpenditure patte:r;"ns·and participation in various.recteationa.J,. 
activities. This information shou;I.d be·u1;1eful in·estimating future eco-
nomic benefits based·on e:xisting or.expected ,ocio-econom.ie:charac.ter-
istic.s of recre~tionists ustng·a particu;J.;;ir lake. 
The determination of expenditure patterns of rec;;reat:;f..on!l.sts at Lake 
Tenkiller ·was an important Pi!U;·t of thi.s study: first, for detexim:i,.ning 
the impacti .qf various d:emand ·shifters or socio-econon;i.ic characteristics; 
and second, :l;or dete,rmining the eGonomic impact on the loc;.al economy. 
E:11:pendit:ure informa~ion shou.ld also be useful to_ public recreation agen ... 
cies in making ·better infotined decisions regard:1,ng future developmen; of 
reGreational facilities. 
Income, output, ·and employme;nt·multiplie~s·were used to determine 
the economic, impact ·cm ,;ecreation·on t;he ):ocal economy, These multi-
pliers were the l;'esul.t of several in.put-:"putput st;u~;les previously done_ 
for al;'eas where recreat!ion is of ·considerable importance to the local 
economies. this information is useful to·+ocal government 
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administrators.and planners·in·estimating tb,e benefits to be gained from 
development·of recreation, 
As outdoor reerea.tion becomes more importa.nt in an area's economy, 
an increas:ing number of conflicts bet;:ween ·various. groups of recreation-
ists results unless efforts are made to. minimize these copflicts through 
proper management of recreational ·facilities,· If public agencies are to 
properly manage public use areas with limited operational and mainte-
nance funds, it is imperative that present: and potential conflicts among 
recreationists using the areas be determined, and stiaps taken to elimin":" 
ate or minimize conflicts, 
Area of St;.udy 
The study area was Tenkiller Ferry Lake in Cherokee and Sequoyah 
Counties in east-central Oklahoma (Figure 1), Construction of the lake 
was completed in _1952 by the U, S. Army Corps of Engineers, The lake is 
operated by the Corps as a ·multi~purpose reservoir [25]. Initial pur-
poses of the reservoir were flood control and power generation, The 
lake now also is used for water supply and recreation. 
While recreation was not an original official purpose, the lake is 
a very popular area for both local residents and people traveling a con-
siderable distance to enjoy the surroundings. The lake is in a natural 
scenic area with sheer cliffs at the lake's edge, The lake is located 
in the center @f the rugged Cookson Hills, whiph are :rich in folklo'l;e 
and history.-·· The vegetation and cover of the r'l,lgged hills are much the 
same today as in years past when outlaws fled to the hills for protec-
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Figure 1: Location of Lake Tenkiller and Travel Distance Zones 
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The nearby city of Tahlequah; -15 miles··n9rth ·of Lake Tenkiller, is 
rich in Indian history and ·is the·si:te of the-historic C&pital building 
of the Cherokee Nation. Just south of Tah1equah is the site of Tsa-La-
Gi, an authentic re-creation of ·the Cherokee life style in Georgia dur-
ing the 1700's befol;'e their trek over theTraU·of ·T~ars to Oklahoma. 
Nearby Ft. Gibson is the site of the old-Fort Gibson stockade and the 
Fort Gibson National Cemetary. 
The clear water of the lake can be attributed to the heavily 
wooded drainage _basin and·the numerous µnderground springs. Skin divers 
from all over the United States come to enjoy the deep, clear water of 
Lake Tenkiller. Many divers and other recreationists contend Lake Ten-
killer has the clearest water of any inland lake in the nation, with 
div;lng depths of 150 to 200 feet. 
Lake Tenkil+er has 12,SOO·surface acres and 130 miles of shoreline 
at the top of the power pool ·(630 feet mea11 sea level). There are 18 
public use areas, including three state parks and one city park. All 
areas have boat·launching ramps, picnic and camping facilities and rest-
room facilities (Figure 2). 
Organization of Remainder of Thesis 
The remainder of the thesis is orgc:i.ni~ed into five chapters. The 
various procedures and review of literature used in the study will be 
presented in Chapter II. :Presentation of data. related to outdoor re-
creation at Lake Tenkiller is presented in Chapter III. The value of 
recreation and its impact on the local economy is evaluated in Chapter 
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Public Use Areas Around Lake Tenkiller 
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possible solutions ·are·presented·in ·ch;:1:pt:e~·-v;· ·· ·'.1'.'he summary and con-
clusions are presented in Chapter Vl. 
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CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Sources of Data 
The impact and demand for recreation analyses required several 
types of information which were obtained from various sources, such as 
state and national publications, from the Tulsa District of the U. S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, and from the use of questionnaires. Informa-
tion from the Corps of Engineers consisted of lake recreational atten-
dance, information regarding concession operations, and daily water 
level since 1955. Questionnaires were developed to obtain information 
from recreationists using take Tenkiller, from concession operators on 
the lake, and from J.ocal businessmen with operations off the lake. 
~opies of these questionnaires are·in the Appen~ix, 
Recreation attendance figures are available by month and year 
since January, 1953. Attendance figures are important in determining 
the benefits generated to the local economy, particularly when corre-
lated with recre-;1tionists' e~penditure data. The most important and 
obvious use of the data was to estimate economic benefits to the local 
economy. A twelve month moving average was applied to the data to 
determine if the summer vacation period was becoming more or less 
important in relation to the annual attendance figures; i,e, has there 
been a change in the seasonal pattern of recreational attendance over 
the years? The at:tendanc.e information reflects past trends a1;1d is 
useful to recreation agencies when planning facilities t<:> meet pro ... 
jected future demand. 
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Seven concessionaire.s have lease agreements with the Corps of 
Engineers to operate marinas on Lake Tenkillet. Information available 
from the Corps was combined with information obtained froi;n the con-
cessionaires. 
Recreationists ·were interviewed as they participated in various 
recreational activities around the lake~ Information was obtained for 
place of residence, distance traveled and driving time to Lake Ten-
killer. Various questions rega:r:ding socio ... ecoI;J.omic characteristics, 
such as income, age, education, occupation, and e:xpenclitures were 
asked. Information was obtained on the size of the party and length 
of stay, and investment in recreational equipment. Each recreationist 
interviewed was asked to comment on any problems he had encountered 
regarding the present recreation i;nanagement, and on suggestions for 
improvements. 
Political pressures have been brought to bear concerning the 
fluctuating water l.evel due to power generation. Also strong differ-
ences of opinion have been voiced in the public media on charging fees 
at public use areas, During the ;interviews, recreationists were asked 
if fluctuating water level affected their recreational enjoyment. They 
also were asked to comment on·. the charging of user fees in the improved 
public use areas. 
Concessionaire information was obtained on annual.sales, type of 
business, number of employees and payroll, trend of sales over the past 
several years, major managemept problems, seasonal nat;ure of business, 
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effects of fluctuating water level on business, and information on boat 
storage facilities. This information was supplemented with data ob-
tained from the Corps 9~ Engineers, Local businessmen around the lake 
also were interviewed, using the concessionaire. questionnaire with the 
exception of Section 8. 
Analysis of Recreational Data 
The empiric;:al data collected for this study were from various 
sources and in various fol;1!1S, ln some cases it was necessary to con-
dense existing data to present it in a more manageable form, The 
various types and sources of data used in the study and the procedure 
for analysis are discussed below, 
Data from the recreationists' questionnaire provided the bulk of 
the information for the study, Expenditures for the rl;!creation trip 
were estimated within given ranges, A value was assigned to each range 
representing the average of the ra11ge. The trip expend;J.ture data were 
obtained in two parts: expenditures in the local area, and, non-
vehicular expenditures on the road ·between ho~e and Lake Tenkiller, 
A factor of $.07 per mile was used to determine vehicle.costs, 
Recreationists' expenditures were classified as follows: transportation 
in area (including gas and o;i.l for boat); lodging, groceries and meals; 
and miscellaneous. 
Total vis.itor days per group were deter1I1ined by multiplying length 
of visit in days times the number of people in the group, Expenditures 
per visitor day thep were determined by dividing total variable expen-
ditures by the number of visitor days, 
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Data also were obtained regarding investment in rec;reational 
equipment, by type of equipment and by pla.c11a of p\irehase. Investment 
by type of equipmei:it was c:alculated to determine the monetary impor-
tance of va:rioue recreational activit.ies based on investment data. 
Investment .by place of purchase was Cl'.llculated to determine how much 
of the economic benefit from such investment was being received by the 
local economy; i.e., where the major economic impact of ;investment .in 
recreation equipment is being received. 
Information regarding educat:1..onal attainment, income, and occupa-
tion for the respondenta: was ·tabuta;t~d-and compared to the dbtribution 
existing in Chero.kee ai:id Sequoyah Co:unties, in the State of Oklahoma 
and in the State of Ark.ans.as [27]. Othe-r data ·t;abulated and presented 
included type of tr:J:p, type of group, and mpde of trap.sportatioi;i •. 
Dat1:1 obtained from the concessionaires include gross sales, em-
ployment, and payroll, Several comparisons were made between conces-
sionaires on the lake and pther businesses nearby. these comparisons 
include average gross sales, ratio of employment to sales, ratio of 
payroll to sales. Relocation costs due to. fluctuating water levels 
were also calculated for f;loating facilities of lake concessionaires, 
Relocatiqn Costs Due to Fluctuat:f.ng Water Level 
Concessionaires with floating facilities muE;Jt ·adjust to fluctuat-
ing water levels,. They must be ,prepared to relocate their facilities 
as the water level .rises or falls. The frequency of relocatio11- and the 
associated monetary costs were determined through personal interyiews 
with individual c9ncessionaires and from info.rmation in Corps of 
Engineers' records, E~ch concessionaire's "schedule of c;psts'' was 
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combined into a composite "schedule of costs 11 for all concessionaires. 
This schedule of costs reflected·the actua'.I. monetary costs of moving 
facilities at various water levels, By coordinating the "schedule of 
costs" with water level, relocaticm costs suffered by concessionaires 
on the lake due to fluctuating ·water levels were determined. 
Economic.Impact on the Local Economy 
Annual visitation estimates·and estimated e;xpenditures per visitor 
l!ay provide the basic data needed to estimate outdoor re.ctieat:l,on bene-
fits and the economic impact on·the local·economy. Two generally 
accepted techniques have been used to estimate outdoor recreation 
benefits and/or the economic·impact: demand 1:1nalyses and input-output 
models. Demand analyses utiliztng recreationists' expenditure and par-
ticipation data provides some indi.cation of the "value'' of outdoor 
recreation. Input-output models, using several multipliers, can be 
used to dete.rmine direct, indirect, and induced effects of rec.reation 
expenditures on the local economy. 
Recreation Demand Curves 
Several methods have been advanced by recreation economists to 
estimate recreation benefits using estimated demand curves or schedules. 
This technique is useful for benefit determination, and also for eval-
uating the implications of various policy decisions regarding user fees 
and other means of rationing the use of heavily impacted recreation 
areas, 
Demand for a good or service is defined as the various quantities 
of the good or service per unit of time that consumers will. take off 
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the.market at all possible·alternative·prices, oi:her things being 
equal or constant. The quantity of a good or service·taken normally 
varies inversely with price. Thus the demand schedule, or demand 
curve, is normally _downward sloping to the right. Df;mland refers to 
an entire demand schedule·or·demand curve·and is a µiaximum concept 
representing the maximum quantities per unit of time that.c::onsumers 
will take at various prices. At a given price, consumers will take 
smaller quantities; if necessary, ·but cannot be :tnduced to take more 
than those shown ·by · the demand curve.· Conversely, the demand curve 
can be viewed as showing the maximum prices consumers will pay for 
different quantities per unit of time; They will pay no moJ;"e but 
can ea!,lily be induced to·pay less for each of the various quantities 
shown by the demand curve [13, p. 31]. 
Market prices, in the traditional sense, are not available for 
outdoor recreational· activities, ·making the ·use of "proxy" prices 
necessary. Different researchers have advocated "the! ·u~rn of different 
types of expenditures to ·serve as a "proxy" for price. Once the de-
mand curve·has been obtained, various methods also have been used to 
determine the recreation benefits, 
Trice and Wood [23] made one of the earlier attempts to estimate 
a demand curve where costs of travel to and from a recreational area 
served as a proxy for pr:i;ce. They used a fixed cost per mile to deter ... 
mine the value of the recreation ·exper:i;ence, thus catJsing the differ-
ences in costs per visitor -day to be a function of distance traveled. 
To measure the benefits of the recreational area, they made use of the 
consumer surplus concept which defines "benefits" to be the difference 
between the amount the consumer would have been willing to pay and the 
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amount actually paid. Trice·and·Wood's measure of recreational bene-
fits w&s defined as that area between the·median costs for all recrea-
tionists and the costs associated ·w±th·recreationists in the 90th 
percentile, 
Clawson [3] expanded on the Trjce and Wood method and used con-
centric distance zones to obtain demand curves for several national 
parks. He determined the number of visits forthcoming from each 
travel zone per 100,000 population and used travel costs from each 
zone as the price proxy, 
Clawson used the demand·curvias obtained to determine the impact 
various levels of user fees would ·have on visitation rates for each 
zone, To do this, two.a;ssumptiqns were necessary: (1) users of an 
i'' 
area would view increases in entrance fees rationally, i,e, they would 
view such increases similar to·other increases in costs of visiting the 
area; and (2) the experience of users in one distance zone provides a 
measure of what people in other distance zones would do if costs in 
money and time were the.same. 
Gray ·and Anderson· [7] obtained information from a sample of the 
recreationists·on distances traveled for ·recreational, purposes, nU?11ber 
of people in each pa;rt;y, costs·over·and above normal living expenses, 
and the maximum amounts the .recreationists wm.1ld have been willing to 
s,end. Tra.vel c.ost,s w,ere determined at a ·rat;e of nine cents per mile 
for the round t:rip and totaled with other·costs, :Lncluding depreciated 
value of recreational equipment. A market ·.demand curve was plotted 
from the data where the party with the highest cost per visitor day 
(ordinate axis) was plotted with respect to the.number of visitor days 
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spent by the first two parties. Points fot all parties were plotted, 
resulting in a curve downward sloping and to the right. 
In a Utah boating demand study, the price proxy was composed of 
travel costs.to and from the recreation site plus expenditures incurred 
at the site. Depreciation costs of recreational equipment used during 
the trip were not included as they were considered to be fixed costs. 
Data obtained by personal interviews were aggregated and averaged for 
individuals in.each of several specified travel zones. These averages 
represented the average expenditures per boating day per capita and 
the avel;'age number of per capita boating days per time period. Using 
regression techniques, an average individual demand curve was obtained 
which was used to estimate the average number of boating trips the 
average boater would take when faced with various prices. The aggre-
gate del!land schedule was obtained by multiplying the average q.emand 
curve by the sum of the boat population within the area of all the 
travel zones [28]. 
Each of the demand estil!lation methods will. result in different 
values for outdoor recreation .at Lake Tenkiller. The consumer surplus 
method was chosen as the appropriate method to measure the recreational 
benefits. Consul!ler surplus is the difference between the actual price 
paid for a good and the price the consumer would have been willing to 
pay rather than go without the good or service. 
Two methods were used to estimate the consumer surplus:. the 
Trice-Wood and the Clawson methods. The Trice-Wood method was used 
where the consumer surplus is the difference between the 111edian costs 
of all recreationists and the costs associated with the 90th percentile. 
Clawson's method used concentric distance zones, and average demand 
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curves were determined for each travel zone, The average costs for 
recreationists in the greatest distance- zone from Lake Tenkiller were 
used as the maximum benefits. Consumer surplus benefits were calcu-
lated for each travel zone from the costs associated with the most 
distant.zone. The benefits from each of the zones were summed to 
determine the total consumer qenefits. 
Another school of thought exists which suggests that the recrea-
tion experience is worth at-least the cost'associa:ted with the expel;' ... 
ience, Reflecting back on the "maximum concept" of a demand curve, a 
recreationist will pay some maximum amount, but will also be willing 
to pay less. This assumes the individual is in an equilibrium position, 
i.e; he was not forced into the situation and would willingly make the 
same decision again at a later date." Thus the experience is worth "at 
least" the recreational related expenditures. 
Actual expenditure data were used to determine the minimum value 
of the recreation experience at Lake Tenkiller, This value was used 
as a "benchmark," or means of compariaon, when calculating consumer 
surplus _benefits. 
Input~Output Analysis 
Expenditures of recreationists provide an estimate of the direct 
impact, but do not.take into account the indirect effects on the local 
economy. Input-output analysis is used to determine the total impact 
of expenditures in the local economy, These indirect effects, or 
"secondary benefits," vary from area to area depending on the inter-
dependency between the various sectors of the economy in question. For 
example, as a new industry locates in an area, or as an established 
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business increases output, the initial impact·likely will be the number 
of employees hired. As mo:re employees are hired, more services are 
demanded from other sectors in the economy who in turn must hire addi-
tional employees to provide the increased services, As the service 
sec'l:or provides more services, more goods are demanded from other sec-
tors, which in turn demandmore goods and ser"V'ices from atill other 
sectors, The reverberations ·w±ll: c::ontim.1e 'Until the 'economy .adjusts 
comple·tely to the initial change. Repercussions. of the initial im.pac t 
are included in th,e indirect effect. [SJ. 
The value .of the respective multipliers is the direct and indirect. 
effect divided by the direct or ipitial impact, The magnitude of the 
multiplier .value is depend.ept on the interdependen~e of the various 
sectors within the ecQnomy. In .a well developed economy the .interde-
pe1;1dence between the variou.s sectc:irs is high with the various sectors 
being able to supply.the n£1eds or demands of each other~ thus minimiz ... 
ing the need for importa into the area. Imports are co'lllmonly referred 
to a.s "leakagea'.' and reduce the magnitud,e of the multiplier valu.e. 
The input-output model, and thus the value of multipliers, is 
based upon two fundamental assumptions, The most restrictive assumption 
is that.the input-output coefficients a1;e fixed. This implies that 
technology remains constant, no eJtternal economies or diseconomies 
exist, and substitution possibilities due to. chap.gas. in relative prices 
or availability of new material are not considered [2]. This assump-
tion is real;l.stic -in the short run, but technological ari:d relative 
price11chartges cause the actual relationship to change over time. 
The second assumption of· the input-output model is that there are 
no errors of agg:regation in combining industr:(.es into sectors. This 
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assumption implies that the coefficients.for·a ·sector are represe11ta-
tive of the industries within that sector, Conclusions drawn fro~ the 
analysis exemplify the average conditions of t;he industr:1,es within the 
sector. The more sectors included in the model, the less chance that 
errors of aggregation .will .arise. 
Input-output multipliers are used to determine what effect a 
change in demand for goods and services from a particular sector will 
have on total output, employment and income. The output multiplier 
measures the amount of output resulting from a one dollar change in 
final demand for products of a particular sector. 
The income multiplier measures the total change in income through-
out· the economy resulting from a one doll.ar change in incollle in a 
sector. The basis pf the income multiplier is that a certain amount 
of income is generated with each change in output. The direct income 
effect is the amount of each dollar of output whd.ch goes to households 
in the form of income either as wages or salaries, pr0.prietor 's income 
or rent income. The direct and indirect income effects, measured by 
the income. multiplier, are the total ·changes in income. as a result of 
a one dollar change in output of the economy. 
The·em:izloyment multiplier·is defined as·the change ·in employment 
due to a one unit change in·the labor force qf a particular sector. 
The basic assumption underlying·employment multipliers is that there 
is a linear relationship ·between ·emphlyment ·and outp.ut in a sector, 
This relationship ·does not hold in-·some sectors as 'technology has 
allowed labor produotivity ·to· increase ·caus.ing ·output to increase 
~ l. 
faster than employment. Sectors with underemployed resources or unused 
capacity will also cause the employment .multiplier to be overstated. 
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Until recently, ·input;;.;output stud:i,es'"diq not contain a !l:'ecreation 
sector.. Recreation related ·industries typically ha:v~ been aggregated 
ip,to t}?.e service ·sector. . In -a study of the Oklahoma economy. the fol .. 
lowing industries were il).cluded.in·the·service sector: (a) hotels and 
lodging places;· (b) personal ·service; · (c;:) ·miscellane~us business ser-
vi,ces; (d) auto repair and services; (e) ·motion pictures; (f) amuse.,. 
mentst recreation services; · (g) ·medical ·services; and (h) other 
professional services [5, 15]. 
If the economic· impact ·.resulting ·from outdc,o·r··rect'eation is to be 
estimated, themultiplier·assoc:l:.ated·with the·service·sector provides 
the best estimate. · The analysts ·may, however, violate the second 
assumption of the input~output ·model as errors of aggfegation may 
e~ist. Service sector multipliers represent the average co~ditions 
of all ind,ustries .~ombined in the service sector ·and may not be re-
presentative of a·particular industry. In.the absence of a recreation 
sector, the multipliers associated with the service sector probably 
provides the best estimate. ·of the ·impact ·related to the _recreation in-
dustry. Poeksen's input ... output analysis of the'Oklahoma economy devel-
oped the following multipliers ·for ·the ·service ·sector: income, 1.58; 
empl9ynient, 1.33; and output, l.76. 
In a later study; the:Oklahoma·economy was divided into three 
relatively homogenous districts, ·and an ecopomic sti-uctul;'e analysis 
was con,:iucted for each district· (6]. Cherokee and Sequoyah Counties 
were located. in ·District ·1; ·as designated by the study. A separate 
recreation sector was not ·developed;· rec-reation was included ;in the 
service sector. The·service sector multipliers were as fol;I.ows: 
income, l.; 22; employment, 1. 43; and ·output, 1. 28. 
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A 17 sector inpµt-output model ··which ·tncluded ·recreation as one 
of the sectors ·was developed --for ·the ·Kiam:tch;t Economic Development Dis-
tric:t encompassing seven counties·:tn·southea:stern Oklahoma [18). The 
area. is very si1nilar to ·the Cherokee..;.Sequoyah County area in that the 
study.area is part of·the Oza:rk·region·and·generally considered to be 
an area of high unemployment ·and underemployment aµd generally low per 
capita incomes, Type I and II multipliers were developed for the.seven 
county area. Type I multipliers reflect the direct and indirect ef~ 
fects on the regional.economy while Type II multipliers reflect the 
direct, indirect, and induced. effects. The difference between the two 
sets of multipliers is that the Type II coefficients are computed with 
the househol<l ·sector endogenous to the regional economy; i.e,, the ef-
fects of household (family) expenditures are included in the input-
output model. In a small ·region, ·Type ·u multipliers are normally 
s:i,gnificantly greater than Type I multipliers. · l'he magnitude of the 
two types of multipliers tends to converge as t;he size of the economy 
increases. The recreation multipliers developed for the seven county 
area were:· income, (I) 1.07; (II) 1.77; employment, (I) 1.10, (II) 
1.59; and output, (I) 1.18, (II) 2.20 [18, pp. 25,27]. 
In a study of th.e economy of ·Walworth County, Wisco-nsin, Kalter 
and Lord [12} developed multipliers for recreat:f_on export~. 'l'he eco-
nomy of Walworth County is possib:J;y more fully developed tha,n the 
economy of the-Cherokee-Sequoyah County area, leading to a greater 
independence between sectors~ The·multipliers developed ar~ as 
follows: income, 1.52; employment, 1.50; and·output, 1.62. 
In another study, Strang used an input-output:model to determine 
the economic ·structure and sector independence of Door County, 
Wiscop$in. The·objective of·tbe·stu<;lywa.s "to·m~cJsure·the positive 
ec;;on~c·impact of the outdoor recrea:tion·industry ·thrqugh tourism on 
an area dependent on its water resqurces as a·major attraction" [22, 
p. 2]. Strang derived an output multiplier (community·multiplier) of 
2;17 when considering the tota:;i:.·sales·generated':tn·the community as 
the result of ·tourist expenditures. · The report also indicated that 
community _leaders can determine ·how·to make·the most from a given re-
source base by merely analyzing ··the ·interdependency coefficients 
between sectors, A low interdependency coefficient between sectors 
may suggest-the·need for community·leaders to seek·new·industry to 
fill the void in one of the sectors; ·thus incre.asing the interdepend..-
ency between· sectors and decreasing ·imports;· This action could be 
expected to increase the multiplier values for both sectors. 
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It is obvious that each region ·has multipliers ·of different mag-
nitudes as ·different ··levels of interaction ·between sectors exist in 
each economy. (Table I), In addition, cha:11-g:tng interactions between 
sectors has possibly changed the magnitude of the multipliers developed 
i,n each of the input-output.studies-since completion of the respective 
studies. Since no input ... output ·analysis of the·Lak,e Tenkiller area has 
been done, the appropriate multipliers for·impact·analyses were esti-
mated, based on results of studi,es in s:l;milar geographic and socio-
economic areas. · The multipliers chosen represent the average of the 
Type I ·and Type ·n multipliers ·developed ·for· the ·Kiamichi Economic 
Developll\ent District, With the·close·proximity of Ft. Smith, Tahlequah, 
Muskogee, and Sallisaw, the ·multipliers can be expected to exceed those 
developed for District I [ 6]; ·but less· than those developed for the 
Oklahoma economy· [,5; 1.Sl. · THe 111ultipliers ·selected for the impact 
analysis of the Tenkiller area are: income, 1~42; employment, 1.34;, 
and output, 1.69. 
TABLE I 
ECONOMIC MUL'I'T.PLIERS ·OF'VARIOUS STUDY AREAS 
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[5,151 ·[ 6] [18(I)] [18(II)] (12] [22]. Tenkiller Area 
Income 1. 58 1. 22 1.07 1. 77 l.S2 1.42 
Employment · 1.33 · · 1.43 1.10 ·1. 59 1.50 1.34 
Output 1. 76 1.28 1.18 2.20 1.62 2.17 · 1. 69 · 
·· · ·· ·· · · Management ··and -Environment·al "Co·nsiderations 
The ·1nformatiort·for .. the·analysis·of ·outqoor·recreation management 
at ·take· Tellkiller -was ·obtained ·from ·sever~l .. sources; · Lake officials 
· ·openly ·discussed ·ma:ny -management ·problems ·they ·had 'encountered in re-
creation management;"· c:o·ncessicgnaires ·a:nd ··recreationists discussed 
what .. they ·felt·to'be'reereati<.:>n·management problems around 1;he lake 
as well as possible solutions· ta ·the~e ·problems; · ·In addition to the 
information ·obtained ·t;hrough ·personal ·interviews ·wii;h ·take officials, 
concessionaires; ·and ·recreationists, ·the researcher ·oQserved many of 
the. prol:)lems ·of .. management ·f·irst""ha:nd ·while ·visiting the lake during 
the course of the·study~· · ·In .. ·addition; --recreationists discussed theil!' 
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feelings regarding user fees at public ·use-a:r~as as well as the impact 
of fluctuating water ·level ·on ·their .. recreational enjoyment at Lake 
Tenkiller. 
Such information -should -be ·useful· to those involved in the manage-
ment of recreation·areas;·as ·well·as·those involved·inlong range plan-
ning to meet·the-needs·or demand·for·reereation facilities in the 
future. Recreation managers, planners; ·and other personnel have done 
rather well during ·the past 20 years·meeting·the_needs·resu.;Lting f:rom 
the increased ·participat:t.on·:t.n·outdoor-recreation by the U. s. public. 
The recent-crunch-of ever increasing numbers-of recreationists, how-
ever, has caused recreation personnel many new problems. While nume:t;"ous 
recreational opportunities and-related facilities·have been made avail~ 
able to recrea tic:>nists, adeq1,1ate le>ng range p.;Lanning and foresight has 
not always been exercised, 
The·large increases·inthe·number·of people vis;i.ting public re-
creation·areas hc;ts taken its t;oll:on several accounts, The qt,1ality of 
the rec:r;-eation e~perience -has ·been reduced for ·:users as more ~nd more 
people cra,wd into already over ... crowded areas. Too many people in an 
area intensifies·probtems of·lit;tering, vandalism; and accidents, as 
well as personal conflicts~ Overuse; or in·many insta:nces, misuse, 
has led to the deterioration-of ·the·natural envirortment, resulting in 
a lower level, or decline in, the quality of the total recreation ex-
perience. Loss·of esthetics·through·trampl:tng and·erosion, anxiety 
factors associated with noise-and congestion; ·and·deterioration of 
the natural environment are only a few of the problems recreation 
personnel·must deal with in·manc1.ging and maintaining recreation areas. 
These and other ·problems ·will 'be -discussed ·tn ~chapter ··v. Possible 
solutions and · a:lterna tf.ves ·iv:Lll be· advan~ed ·wh,en possible. 
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CH4PTER :CH 
RECREA'I'J:ONAL ·usE ·oF 'LAKE 'TENl<r:ttER: FACILITIE;S 
Recrea:tionists' Data 
Various ·socto ... economic ·charac.teristtf.'.!s a;:r;e a:ssu,tned to have an 
impact on a person's·parti<::~pat;t.on·tn outdoor recreation. The role 
of these var:tous characterist:t:cs "as ·they ·telate ·to ·participa.t:t:cm in 
outdoor recreation a:t·tak~ Tenkiller·;ts present:ed·in the following 
text. Recreat±on:tsts' expenditu:r;:e··and ·pa:'l:ie;tpation patterns, as 
wdl·as·their ·observations relat:tngto·out;door recreation mana:gement 
of public use faci1:tties ·at the lake·ai:e"als(:j presented, 
Education 
Persons with ·more ·educat:1,op part;ic:lpated in outdoor recl'.'eatio11al 
activities at Lake Tenkiller·at a higher·r~te than those with less 
education. ··Approximately·· 94 ·percent ·of the householq heads had at 
least a high school diploma· ('rable ·n)·; · ·'rhis ·compares with 52 per ... 
cent for·all·residents·in the State·pf O~lahoma, 39 percent for the 
State of Arkansas,· 38 percent ·for ·Cherokee County; ·and 37 percent 
for Sequoyah County. 
Income 
Income of recreationists is·a ma:jor·fa.ctor affecting participation 
in outdoor recreation. Approximately 77 ·percent of the re$pondents 
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'.!:'ABLE II 
EDUCATIONAL ATTAIN,MENT OF RECREATIONISTS SURVEYED AT 
LAKE TENKIL:J:.,ER COMPARED WITR U.S.' CENSUS DATA 
(1972 Survey Data) 
Recrea-
tionists Cher~kee Sequoyah State of 









(All Figures in Percent) 
-~" 3,1 3.4 
...:._ 2,5.-6a 25.la 
5.66 33.8b 34.9b 
48~11 16,1 22,7 
29.25 10.2 8,2 
10.38 
4.72 ll. 2 5.8 
1.89 
aValue represents grade range 1-7. 


















Source: U.S. Department of Commerqe, Bureau of t4e Census, 
U. S, Census 52.!_ Population, 1970, General SoGial and Economic Chc:i,r-
acterist;:ics. Washingtcm: Governil).ent Printing Oilice~ 1970. -
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reported annual. household · incomes ·of· $9 ;·OOO -and ·above (Table III). 
This compares with 41 percent·for ·res:tqents ·of·the-stat;e of Oklahoma, 
22 percent for the State of ·Arkansas; ·and 23 ··percent ·fo:r both Cherokee 
and Sequoyah Counties, The h:tgl:\er·pa:rt:tc;tpation·rate .. of those with 
higher incomes is-further ·Hlustrated·py·the·av~rage·household income 
figures where·the 0recreat:l:.onists·had·an·average·household ;i.ncome of 
$12,400 compared·to $9,llO·for·a:11:·the·residents of the-state of Okla-
homa, $5,235 for·the State of-Arkansas, $6,238 'for·sequoyah County, 
and $6,218 for Cherokee County, 
Occupation 
Based on·data obt;eined·from the respondents, people ill seme occ;u .... 
pati.ons are·likely to have·heavier·rates of participatio~ in outdoor 
recreational activ;i.ties. · A. person whose occupational classification 
is professional, manager, official, or cra,:£'tsmap is likely to partitic-
ipate more heavily in outdoor recreation than·a person classified as 
sales, clerical, laborer, or operative (Table IV). Working environment, 
as well as discretionary time and income; are probably the critical 
factors. Professionals, managers; and officials ·are in higher income 
brackets as a rule, Craftsmen, while not as h:i,ghly·paid, confonn to a 
40 hour ·week, · leaving considerabl,e t;i.me for ·other activities, Crafts-
men also work indoors c:1.nd ·have · a g:rea ter need for ·outdoor recreation. · 
Sales and·clerical w<;irkers are probably faced with.income restraints 
and are unable to participate· as heavily in· outdoor recreati,;m, Labor-
ers and operators are more inclined to perform physical labor outdoors. 













FAMILY .INCOMES OFRECREA'.rlONISTS SURVEYED AT LAKE 
TENKILLER COMPARED WITH UiS, CENSUS DATA 
(1972 Survey Data) 
Recrea-
tionists Cherokee Sequoyah · State of 
In Study County· County Oklahoma·. 
(All Figures in· Percent) 
4.76 26.8 26.2 15.6 
3.81 24.4 18.7 13.9 
4.76 16.2 l.9.4 15.0 
9.52 9.9 1i;9 14.9 
30.48 10.9 13.2 17~2 
16.19 5.8 6.1 10.4 
25. 71 
4.76 5.9 3.7 13.0 
30,00o+ 0 
Total 100.00 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Median $9-11, 9998 $4870 $5433 $7725 














8 Responses · to· the que1;1tionriaites were within the ranges shown in 
the left-hand column; the m~dia:-q fell within the given range. 
b Ranges were assigned a value corresponding tQthe average of the 
extr.emes of the range. 
Sourc.e: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bu:i:;eau of the Census, U.S. 
Census of Po~ulation, 1970, General Social~ EcopomicCharacte;rs= 
· tics, Washington: Government Printing Office, 1970, .....,._. 
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TABLE IV 
OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICA'TIONS'OF RECREATION'.tS'TS SURVEYED 
AT LAKE TENKILLERCOMPARED WJ:TH"U~S. CENSUS DATA 
(1972 Survey Data) 
Recreation.is ts. 
~-I_n_s_t_u_d_y ___ ~ Cherok~e Sequdyah State of 
Occupation a b. County County Oklahoma 
(All Figures inPercent) 
Professional 17.9 
Manager, Official 16.0 
Sales; Clerical 6.6 
Craftsman 22.6 
Laborer; Operative 12.3 
Service Worker 10.4 








































b Based on 94 observations (last 3 classifications were dropped to 
make data consistent with Census Data). 
Source: U,S, Department of Commerce, ~ureau of the Census,~· 
Census.£!. Population, 1970, General Social and Economic Characteristics. 
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1970, 
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Investme~t ··..!.!! ·Recreat:top.al Eg~ipm.ent 
Investment ·:tn ·recreatiana1 ··equ+pment ·prov:tdes ·a ·substantial element 
of ·the total, 'economic:impact··of··outdoor ·recreatipn;··Based on the study, 
the average· 1nvestment ·per ·group-of -recreat±onists 'was ··approximately 
$2,900, 
Recreation:i:ets , surveyed ·at ·take -renk:tll:er ·planned · to ·recrea t~ at 
the.lake an·average·of·s.15-aays per·unit·or·:group; · ·combined with an 
average ·stze·g:r:oup··of 4~72 •people;· ·each ·group ·contributed an average 
of ·approxi111ately ··· 27 ·visitor ·days "'for ·the 'tr:tp··to ·the "lal,ce' s annual re,.,. 
·creational ·attenqance~· · ··Anp.ually; the· same 'grou:ri ·of ·recreat;ionists 
recreate ·an ··average ··of ·-7 5 'visitor ·days ·per ·group "at ·take Tenkiller, 
Based ·on ·this ·group '·s ·v:tsi'!=aUon · effect;; ··the i972 annual at ten .... 
dance ·of ·3;695;700 ':represents ·apprQ:itimately ·41;;·400 recreation 1.m:J.ts, 
Using ·$2;900 °as ·the -~stimate ·of ·reareat!o.n ·:tnvestn,;ent "per group. a:nd 
41,400·recreat:t,on·units; ·:take·Tenk:tller·attra~t;~d-a: total investment; 
·fn recreation ·equipment-of ·apprc,ximateJy-$120-ttttl:J:ion 'in 1972. Ob-
viously,· · this · equipment ·was likely ·used ···a:t "'Other ··recreational areas 
·and·for·more·tha;n one year, 
· · · - · · · 'Investment ··by ··t;ype ~of ··equipm~nt-prov;tdes -sc,me ·tns:tght into the 
types of recrea:tiona:J.·a:ctivities .. and·the·assoc:t:ated equipment that 
provide the· greatest economic ··impact .·from ·the recreation equipment 
investment segment, Investment· in· boats;· ·motC!lrs, and tra:J.lers con.-
stitute tqe largest single group of expenditures·w:tth·4~.5 percent 
of· total investment (Table V) ,· The -major ·portion of the data can 
be allocated to either boating or camping; · ·Boating and :i:-_el~ted ac-
tivities accounts ·for 45,6 percent ·of ··the investment while camping 
accounts for 53,1 percent. 
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TABtE V 
INVESTMENT LN RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT BY''TYPE, OF EQUIPMENT 
FOR lOlRECREATlON GROUPS SURVEYED'AT"LAKE TENKILLER 
(1972 Survey Data) 
Investment 
Average % of Total 
Recreation Equiement Total Per Group Investment 
Boat, Motor, Trailer $127,585 $1,263 43.5 
Pickup Camper 59,503 589 20.3 
Camper Trailers 59,210 586 20.z 
Motor Home 20,261 201 6.9 
Other Travel Vehicles 6,550 65 2.z 
Tents 4, 54 7 45 1. 6 
Motor Bike 3,085 31 1,1 
Camping Equipment 5, 549 55 1.9 
Sk:i,ing Equiptnent 5,195 51 1.8 
Fishing Equipment 620 6 0.2 
Diving Equipment 500 5 0.2 
Miscellaneous 805 8 0.3 
Totals $293,410 $2,905 1.00,0 
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Investment data in recreational equipment by •place of purchase 
are presented in Table VI. Only 4. ,5 percent ·of the recreation equip-
ment was purchased in t;:he lake ·area. It ·can be further noted that 
Oklahoma City and Tulsa accounted for 81;6 pet'cent·t1f'•the' reereaticm 
in,vestment exp endi tu res in ·Oklahoma ·while ·Ft~ ":$mtth ·recei'ved 91. 8 per-
cent;: of the·recreationinvestment:expend±t,;tres ·in·Ar'kansas; Given a 
total investment of ·$91 million, the _investment ·:1;mpact ·:ts ·distributed 
as follows: Oklahoma C±tyf25.6 percent), ·30.7 million; Tulsa (23 
percent), 27. 6 ·million; ·Ft. Smith (14. 7 ·pe:rcent)·,· $17. 6 million; and 
the Lake Tenkiller area (4.5 percent};·$S.4 million. 
Investment· in· recreation· equipment ··±n ase ·at·· Lake ·T¢-nkiller ob-.. 
viously occurred over a period of ·several ·years. A large portion of 
the equipment is :relatively new which :ts consistent to ·the rapid in-. 
c:rease in outdoor recreation ·:tn ·recent years; · ~ased on personal ob-
servati.gns·of t:he interviewers, ·an ·average age C>f five years was 
assUtr\ed for the recreational equipment. Spreading the investment;: 
impact over a five year time span·yields an average annual investment 
impact·as follows: Oklahoma City, $6.1 mill.ion; Tulsa, $5.5 million; 
Ft, Smith, $3. 5 million; and ·the ·Lake TenkiU.er area; ·$1.1 million, 
Participation in Recreational Activities 
Data on recreational activities of the ·respondents·of the study 
while vacationing at; ·take Tenkillet ·are •presented in Table VII. The 
general absence·of the term "camping activity" tn·Table VU needs to 
be explained. The original intent of the study ·was ·to. derive the 
demand for water based sports. It was late in the course of the 
study when the close and inseparable·relationshtp between camping 
TABLE VI 
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT'AeCORDING TO PLACE 













































19,671 6. 71 
5,850 1. 99 
293,260 100.00 
TABLE VII 
PARTICIPATION RATES FOR'VAR!OUS'ACTIVITIES AT 










Swinuning 329 66 20~1 83.7 
Relaxation 242 164 67.8 61.6 
Fishing 226 51 22,6 57,-? 
Pleasure Boating 221 1.9 8.6 56.2 
Water Skiing 204 96 47.1 51,9 
Sunbathing l.61 1 0,6 41,0 
Cycling 60 2 ~.3 ;t.5.3 
Hiki:ng 46 0 0 11. 7 
Nature Study 38 2 5.3 9.7 
Scuba Diving 29 6 20.7 7.4 
Other 10 0 0 2.5 
a Sunnnation of column excee~s 393 as several respondents indicated 
more than.ope: "most favored" activity. 
b"Most Favored" dividecl by "number participating." 
c"Number·Partic:l.pating" divided by total responses of 393. 
c 
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and water based· sports ·at ',t..ake ·Tenk:f:U~r 'W~s "discover.ed·~ · ·Approximatdy 
93 percent of the respondent ·groups ·had --some'"fcrrm··c;,f··ea:mp:tng equipment. 
Whether i:;amping was· a maJo+ ·act:tv;f:ty; or ·merely ·a '''means ·to an end" was 
not·determined in this study. 
The activity w:l:.th·the greatest·degree of! 0participation was swim-
ming with approximately 84 percent·of the respondents engaging in the 
activity while 20 percent of those participating 'in ·swimming indicl;l.ted 
swimmin,g ·was their ·"most ·favored" activity, 
Relfixation .was second; ·based on·· 62 ·percent;··participation. How-
ever, relaxation •was the "most favored" ·by 68 ·percent: (the highest) of 
those indicating relaxation was one·of the·reS"sons·they ·came to Lake 
Tenkiller, The significance of these figu!t'es is hard to assess as 
relaxation means different things to different people. To some it may 
mean communing with nature; to others, the opportunity to leave their 
work behind and enjoy their family; while to others, it may merely 
mean a change of pa.~e or life style, 
Regardless of one's interpretation, of rela~ation, it can be as-
sumed with a relatively high degree·of ·certainty·that ·participation in 
various other activities such as ·swimm,ing; ·boating, a:nd skiing, may 
figure heavily in a recreationist t,s ·ccmcept ·of relaxation. Thus the 
relative importance of relaxation as compared ·to ·other activities may 
be somewhat overstated·, ·However; sl;lvera.1 respondents did indicate 
that "s.itting ·around" and "enjoying the ·su:rrot;.1ndings" was their only 
activity and ·their only reason .·for coming -to ·Lake Tenkiller. 
Based on total· participation, ·other activities in ·order of impor-
tance are f ishi.ng, pleasure boating, and water ·skiing,· ·Using "most 
favored'' as the ·indicator of importance, ·wat~r ·skH.ng is the most 
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important of the thre~,and 1$ second :pnly to rel~;icat:ion,' The relat:;J.v~ 
importance and level of part;icipation of the rema:tning activities can 
be assessed by examining Table VII, 
Expend:i.tures of R,ecreationists 
Recreation groµps at· Lake Tenkiller ·spend ··an average pf $64, 72 per 
visit in the local area. This converts to $2.39 per visitor.day added 
to the local economy. These expenditures are for'transportat:ton in the 
area (includes ·gas ·and <;>il ·for ·boats,· motorcycles,· etc,), lodging, 
\ ., 
' 





DISTRJ:BtJl'ION·OF ·RECREATIONAJ,; EXPENDITURES 
l:N THE'LAl<E TENKILLER AREA 




of Total· $/Visit· . 
8,1 5,25 
3,1 1. 97 
Groceries and/or 
Meals 60,3 39,06 
Miscellaneous 28.5 18.45 









Respondents were also asked the amount of me;1ney spent at home in 
preparation for the·trip as·welJ:·as·stops fqr ·snacks, bait, etc. on 
their way ·to the lake!·· (excludes ·gas ·and ·oil);·· ·These ·expendit;tn:·es 
added to expenditures··tn ·the·area ·br±ng the ·expend±turei; per visit 
for an average group ·to $89.-41 ·and ·expend:ttutes ·per ·v:!;sitor day t:o 
$3.30. 
Ta determine the cost of ·the total trip, round .... trip mileage costs 
were added to •bri:ng the average graup expenditures per visit to 
$115,53 or $4.26 per visitor day. This value does not incluq.e an 
allocation of the amortized investment .·costs in recreation equipment. 
To allocate investment costs, ·annual ·recreational attendance for all 
recreation areas would be needed~ ·During the interviews, only the 
recreational visitations for ·ta.kl;! Tenkiller·were obtained, as the 
major thrust ·pf ·this study was toward Lake Tenk+ller recl:'eat;ion, 
Round trip ·nrileage ·coats .·were estimated using ·a c9st of seven 
cents per mile, While this; yalue·appears ·];ow when compared to the 
typical 10 or ·12 ·cents ·per mile ·quoted as total automobile driving 
costs, it is intended to reflect·only the variable driving costs 
associated with the trip, 
Distance Traveled and Exp~pditur(;!s ·.£l._ Travel Zone 
Respondents·of the·study tr,;1.veled·an average·of ·187 miles (one 
way) to visit Lake Tenkiller. ·Based ·on the results of the su,:vey, the 
major impact as related to·annuaJ:·visitor days is notpeople frolll the 
local are~, but· rather frolll are?-s in excess ·of 50 miles away. Respon-
dents within 50 miles of Lake·Tenkiller made up only 13 percent of the 
respondent gr0ups and contributed·only 14.9 percent of the total annual 
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visitor d,ays o;f ·recreational use (Table IX) f · Respcmdents from 300 or 
more miles made up 10,2 pe:r;cent of the respondent groups 1:>ut only 4.3 
percent of ·t;he·annua.1 vistta'!:ion of the lake. The relatively high 
proportion of visitor days from zones II aµd IV can·be attributed to 




EXPENDITURES AND VISITATION BY TRAVEL ZONES 
FOR RECREATIONISTS AT LAKE TENKILLER 
(1972 Survey D~ta) 
% of Res- Ave. Expen- Ave. Annual Distribution 
pendent dit;ures per Visitor Pays of Visitor 
Miles Groups Visitor Day fer Group Days 
0- 49 13.0 $1.42 85.7 11.1 
50- 99 32.4 2,80 82.4 26.7 
100-149 7~4 2.72 79,5 5.9 
150-199 29.6 2,72 80.Q 23.7 
200-299 7.4 2.94 55~3 4.1 
30o+ 10.2 19.57 .ll.!2. 3.2 
100.0 $ 4.30 a 74.7 
a Weighted Average 










Data on the type of trip of the recreationists provides consider-
able evidence that rec;r~tional use at Lake Tenkiller is heavily 
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weighted toward vacation groups rather than single day visits. Approx-
·iJnately 42 percent of the respondents were on a major annual vacation, 
30 perc;1ep.t on a 2-3 day outing, only 8 perqent visiting ;for 24 ho'l.lrs or 
. ,, .... . .~ ··: ,;: ... ... . ,. . ... ., .. , . . 
less, and 20 percent for other lengths of time. A large ·prC!>poition of 
those under "other" were recreating at the lake for periods of time 
ranging from fo1,1r days to a week but were not on ·a major annual· 
vacation •. 
Falllily units a.re the p:i:'edomi~nt type of users of r~cte~t.ional 
facilit~es at Lake Tenkiller. Results of the study indicate that 
appro~imately 82 percent of the recreationists were part of a family 
group, 16 percent were family a~d friends, and 3 percent were with a 
~roup of friend!:!. This tnfq:mati9n lends support to the information 
on type of trip where only 8 percent of the groups were on outings of 
24 hours or less, It appears rea!:lonab;Le to exp .. ect recreation 1;:rips 
of over one day to be largely fa~ily oriented~ 
Mode of Travel ~- . 
·The heavy use of Lake. Tiankiller by boatefs anc:J campers is indi-
cated by·the data. on "mode of travel," Approximatdy 57 percent of 
the respondents had so~e type of mobile camping facilities: 40 per-
cent had pickup campers, 7 percent had mobile campers, and 10 percent 
had car-camper trailer combinatiop.s. Many of the remaining 43 percent 
with only cars had tents that were. set up around the lake (Table X). 
Eighty-three.percent of those coming to Lake Tenkiiler by car only had 
tents and were camping in the campgrounds around the lake. Assuming 
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each g:t;"oup with camping equipment was c~ping at Lake Tenki.ller, 93 
percent of .a;Ll :respond~i.ii.t groups interviewed were camping. 
A substantial numl:(er of recreat;ionists interviewed had boats. 
Sixty ... one percent of the groups interviewed :tnd·icated ther had a boat 
41; the lake and had either pulled their boat from home or stored their 
boat .. at a local marina. While the actual percentage breakdown by mode 
of transportation can be determined from Table X, it should be ex-
plained that of the 64'percent of those with a oar-trailer combination 
and a boat, all but one had boats stored iµ the marinas on the lake. 
The other groµp had two cars, one pull,ing the t1;ailer and the other 
car pulling the boat. 







BOAT AND CAMPER CO~CENTRATIO~ AT LAKE 
TENKILLER BY MODE OF TRAVEL 
Total . Total With 
Responses Boats Boats 
T0t.al 
Tents 
(AU Figures iri. l?erc~nt) 
43 29 67 36 
10 7 64 2 
40 22 54 6 
7 4 57 2 -








State of Residence -
The major portion of tne respondents of the study were from 
Oklahoma and Arkansas. The state of residence of the.recre~tionists 
interviewed were as follows: Oklahoma, 71 percent; Arkansas, 17 per-
cent; and other states, 12 percent. The majority of those from Okla-
homa resided in the Oklahoma City or Tulsa vicinity while the majority 
of those.from Arkansas wet;'e from the Ft, Smith area, 
Probl,ems Encounte.red .£l Recreaticmists 
and Suggested Improvement,s 
Recreationists were asked to indicate what they felt to be sources 
of problems in the Lake Tenki~ler recreation complex. Two-thirds of 
those interviewed meniioned some problems, Noise was the major com-
plaint of the respondents with 28 percent of all complaints received 
(Table XI), Of those complaining, 47 perc,ent complained about the 
noise, 
The major contributors to the.noise problem were "motorcycles," 
which received the second highest number of complaints, with 17.5 per-
cent of all complaints, Other sources of noise problems were fireworks, 
barking dogs, loud stereos and radios playing late at night, and "loud 
partying" into the early hours, 
Ranking third in .number of complaints registered were."dirty 
toilet facilities," receiving 16 percent. While many of the complaints 
were due to insufficient cleaning and maintenance during periods of 
heavy use, some complaints were due to. the odor that is normally asso-
ciated with open-pit outdoor toilets. 
TABLE XI 
fROBLEM ·AREAS '·AT ·LAKE TENKILLER AS 
INDICATED. B"r' RECR.EATIONISTS 
(1972.Survey Data) 
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Dirty Toilet Facilities 
Insufficient Security Patrol 
Litteri.ng 
Trash Collection and/or Facilities 
Skunks, Coons. 
Rocky Swimming Beaches 
More Drinking Water (Potable?) 
Unchained Dogs 
Reckless Boaters 
Safety - Fast Traffic 
Flies - Insects 
Total Problems Suggested 










































a Based on 108 usable responses, 72 mention various problems while 
36 had encountered no problems. 
b Based on 120 problems suggested. 
c Based on 72 respondents encountering problems. 
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Insufficient security patrol received 8 percent of all complaints 
registered, While a f~w of the respondents felt additional patrolling 
was needed late at night, the largest share of the complaints relating 
to additional patrplli~g were aimed at more intensive patrolling to 
control motorcyclists. 
Respondents were asked what improvements or changes were needed 
in the current recreation management•to·enhance the recreat:Lon1;tl qual-
ities of Lake Tenkiller, · Three-fourths of those interviewed responded 
with suggestions for improvement of· the recreational. complex,, "Elec-
tricity at the ,campsite" received 16 percent of the total suggestions 
made and was suggested by 32 percent of those extending suggestions 
(Table XII), 
"More camping areas" and "hot-cold showers" were each suggested 
by 24 percent of those extending suggestions and 18 percent of all re-
creationists interv:i.ewed, "Water hoqk,ups at campsites" received 11 
percent of total suggestions offered and was suggested by 20 percent 
of those making suggestions, "More and better restrooms" and "more 
picnic tables" each received approximately 9 percent of the total 
suggestions and was mentioned by 18 percent of those offering sugges-
tions, "More water hydrants" received 6 pet'cent of the total sugges-
tions and was suggested by 11 percent of those with suggestions. Other 
problems and·suggested improvements can be ascertained by examinin~ 
Tables XI and XII. Further discussion of problems and suggested im-
provements will be presented in the recreation management chapter. 
'rABLE XII 
SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS' FOR''THE LAKE. TENKILLER 
AREA AS J:NDICATEO'BY RECREATIONISTS 
(1972 ·survey Data) 
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a Suggested Improvements . . Responses 
Frequency of Responses 
Percentb Percentc 
Electricity at Campsites 
Hot-Cold Showers 
More Camping Areas 
Water Hookqps at Campsites 
More and Better Rest Rooms 
More Picnic Tables 
More Water Hydranta 
More Concrete Pads 
More Swimming Areas 
Better Fishing 
More Access Roads 
More Boat .. Launching Ramps 
Better Means to Display Permits 
Playground for Children 
Sewer Drops 
d Others 




















































a Based on 106 usable responses, 79 suggested various improvements 
while 27 were satisfied with thi pr~sent surroundings, 
b Based on 149 suggestions, 
c Based on 79 respondents witµ suggestions. 
dSuggest:Lons mentioned once were: Firewood made available, more 
nature trails, sand needed on beaches, and public telephones needed, 
Concessionaire and·Business Data 
Concessionaires oper~ting on the lake·and retail business oper-
ators off the lake were interviewed to gain further insight on the 
economic impact of recreation on the·local economy surrounding Lake 
Tenkiller. The focal point of the recreationists' expenditures is 
the local businesses which provide goods and services needed by the 
recreating public. These expenditures become gross receipts of the 
businessmen and in turn are used to purchase more goods, pay employ-
ees' salaries, and hopefully, yield a satisfactory profit and return 
on investment to the entrepreneur. 
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Average gross receipts for 1971 of concession operations on the 
lake were $79,150, while the average gross receipts of off~lake busi-
nesses were $102,700 (Table X~II). The gross receipts of both groups 
are relatively small and require a relatively high mark-up on goods 
and services sold if the business enterprises are to yield a satis-
factory rate of return. 
Most of the businesses in the Lake Tenkiller area serving recrea-
t;i.onists were small, family operated·concerns and hired only a few 
non-family employees. Concession operators provided employment for 
an average of +•7 full time employees in addition to available family 
labor and businesses off the lake provided employment for an average 
of only • 63 full time ~p;J..oyees (Table XIII). 
Both business groups also provided part time summer employment 
for local high school and college·students. Concession operators 
hired an average of 10.3 man months of part'time employment or about 
2.6 employees for a period of four months. Off-lake businesses hired 
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TABLE XIII 
COMPARISON OF DATA.BETWEEN CONCESSIONAIRES AND 
OFF-LAKE BUSINESSES IN LAKE TENKILLER AREA 
(Based on 1972 Survey Data) 




Work .. b 
Months 
Lake Concessionaires c 79,150 !. 71 20.6 10.3 





a Figures represent averages, based on seven concess~onaires and 
eight private businesses. 
bWork-month is defined as employment for one employee for a 
period of one month, 
c Information obtained from the Corp!:l of Engineers and through 
personal interviews with concessionaires under Corps of Engineers 
contract. This does not-include Pine Creek (Tenkiller State Park) 




an average of 6.5 man.months of ·labor; or ·about: ·1.6 employees for t:he 
four month period. 
Combining fµll time and part ·time employment; concession ope:i:-ators 
hired an average of 30. 9 man months ·of ·employment ·annually while pri-
vate businessmen hired an average·of ·14·man work months·of employment. 
Concession operators provi,ded·an avera,ge·annual payroll of $12,460, 
representing approximately 'l.6 percent ·of gross receipts while off-lake 
businesses provided an average annual payroll of $5,560, representing 
approximately 5.4 percent of gross receipts, 
The gross receipts of concessionaires ·represented a higher pro-
portion of services to goods·sold than do·those of the off-lake 
businesses;· This was·evident by·the highe,:-·level of employment and 
payroll to sales exhibited by the concession operations. Much of 
the concessionaire's business involved servicing boats and motorsr · 
bait and tackle sales, and other small item sales. Since concession-
aires provided a more labpr intensive·service, a dollar's worth of 
gross receipts had less lE;lakage and ·thus ·.;i greater multiplier effect 
on the local economy. The off-lake businesses generally sold a higher 
proportion of goods that must be imported into·the area than do the 
concession operations. Thus a higher·percentage of the gross receipts 
doll.ar l,ikely was lost through "leakage" from cqst of goods imported, 
Recreation Attendance at Lake Tenkiller 
Annual Attendance 
Recreation attendance at Lake·Tenkiller was 3,095,700 visitor days 
;in 1972, That figure :represented a 25 percent average annual increase 
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since 1967. Partially offsett;ing·the 25 percent annual increase since 
19.67 is the fact that the 1971 attendance was s;J.ightly less than a 
previous high in 1959, A graphic illustration of the recreation atten-
dance pattern at ~ake r,nkiller from 1953 to 1972 is presented in 
Figure 3~ 
It is interesting ·~o note the-33-percent average increase in at-
tendance from 1953 to 1959, then the general decline until 1967 when 
attendance began to increase again.·. A partial and probable explanation 
for the visitor patte:r:i1 ,.at ·take Tenkiller. -is the competitive impact of 
the construction of other major ).akes ·within 100 miles of the lake 
since. 1951. Lakes constrµcted in 1951 or later are listed in Table 
XIV according to·distance, size of lake (surface a~res), and date of 
completion, 
Corps of Engineers personnel indicated that a period of 1-3 years 
is required aftex a ;t.ake is completed before ·adequate recreational 
facilities are developed. ·using the middle of the range, it would be 
reasonable to expect two years to elapse before a new, nearby lake 
would compete for people previously recreating at La.ke Tenkiller, 
With the exception of Ft. Gibson Lake, which was completed the 
year after Lake Ten.killer, no lakes were completed within 100 miles 
of Lake Tenkiller until 1963. Lake Tenkiller apparently filled a 
void as attendance increased at a rapid rate through 1959, With an 
economic recession in the early 1960's, the number of visitor days 
at Lake Tenkiller decreased, Attendance at ·the lake started to in-
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Source: u·.s. Army Corps of Engineers, Southwestern 
Division, Water Resources Development - Oklahoma, Dallas, 
Texas, January, 1971. 
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Three large lakes were completed in 1965: Dardanelle (Arkansas), 
Eufaula (Oklahoma), and Keys ton~ (Qkl.;ihoma). · Two years later in 1967, 
the nu'.lllber of visitor·-day13 at· Lake Tenkiller dropped· to its lowest 
point .since 1954. The completi,on of Broken Bow Lake in 1968 and three 
lakes in 1970 (Webbers Falls, Roberts. Kerr, and Ozark) suggests_that 
the rate of increase at Lak.e Tenkille:r will _be reduced, if not reversed, 
for the tim.e period, 1971-1973. Ho.wever, while .the rate of increase in 
visitor -days in -1971 was reduced; visitor -days at :Lake Tenldller for 
1972 made a dramatic incr·ease; offsetting the 1971 attendance figures, 
and nullifying the "competitive ef£ect" theory (Figure 3), 
Two factors contribu~ing to.this behavior are roads and develop-
ment of recreational ;facilities. Broken Bow Lake lies at the outer 
edge of the 10.0 mile -boundary· and is lo.cated in an area lacking a well 
developed highway system. The highway system leading to the lake con-
sists of .narrow and win~ing two-lane highways, thus making both travel 
time and safety critical factors. 
Numerous lakes which were part of the Arkansas Navigation System 
were completed in recent years~ Numerous demands were placed on county 
and state road building funds as highways ,;1.nd-roads had to bemodified 
or rerouted to accomodate the lakes and navigation channel. Improve-
ment of existing roads and b4ilding of new roads providing access to 
present and potential recreation areas around the new lakes receive 
lower· priority than do roaclscritical·to the existing local.travel 
patterns. 
Recreation facilities around the:numerous,new lakes _have not been 
added by-the state and federal,agencies at the usual pace, violating 
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the previous assumption of two years needed· for development of recrea-
tional facilities around new lakes.. Slow development of new facilities 
coupled with inadequate roads has not allowed ·the· recently completed 
lakes to compete very intensively with Lake Tenkiller. Depending on. 
the "uniqueness" of Lake Tenkiller, it is not unreasonable to expect 
the annual recreation attendance at Lake Tenkiller to stabilize, or 
decrease, · once adequate recreation facilities and access road1;1 have 
been developed aro1,md the recently completed lakes· on the Arkansas 
Waterway. 
MonthlX Attendance 
Outdoor recreation attendance at Laite Tep.killer is very seasonal 
with approximately 57 percent occurring during the four month period 
of May through August, and 75 percent during the six month period of 
April through September, Recreation planners have long been faced 
with the dilemma of providing sufficient facili.ties for peak use per-
iods and having the facilities remain essentially idle for the balance 
of the year. 
A twelve month centered moving average index was developed using 
monthly recreation attendance data for selected time periods using the 
1955-71 years inclusive. Using the index values developed, each month's 
percentage share of the annual .attendance was determined (Table XV). 
While these figures point out the high concentration of attendance 
for the summer months over the nineteen year period since 1955, the 
"tourist season" concentration of visitations has become even more pro-
nounced for the more recent time period. 
TABLE XV 
MONTHLY RECREATION ATTENDANCE PATTERNS AT l.iAKE · 
TENK.!LLER·FOR SELECTEDi.TIME-·PER!ODS,· 1955 .. 1971 
Change Between 
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!1:onth 1~55-1971 1955-"l.963. 1963-1971. Two Tillte Periods 
· (All . Figutes are ·in Percen1;:.) 
January 2.8 3.0 2.7 - 8.8 
February 3.6 3.9 3.2 -16,9 
March 5.2 5.5 4.8 -12,9 
April. 8.2 9~3 7.0 -24, 9 
May 12,3 12.-0 12.6· + 5.2 
June 14,6 14,3" 14~9- + 4,5 
July 15,8 14.2 17~4- +22.5 
August 14,2 13,2· 15.2 +15.6 
Sept~ber 9.3 9,2 9.4 + 2.s 
October 4.9 6 •. 2 5.6 -19.6 
November 4.9 5,5 4.3 -22,8 
December 3.4 3.9 2,9· -24.8 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 0 
The most significant changes in the.monthly at;tendance patterns 
were for July, which increased from 14.3 percent of the total annual 
attendance of 17.4 percent, an increase of 22,5 percent; and August 
which increased from 13,2 percent to 15,2 percent, an increase of 15,6 
percent.· These increases.come during an already critical period 0£ 
peak use and only serve to increase the peak us.e dilemma recreation 
management personnel are facing, The figures above are graphically 
illustrated in Figure 4. 
Water .Level Fluctuations During Recreation Season 
A fluctuati:ng water level at Lake Tenkiller has been of primary. 
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1955-1963 
1963-1971 
' ' ' ' 
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Figure 4: Monthly Percentages of Average Annual 
Visitations for Selected Time Periods, 
Lake Tenkiller, 1955-1963 and 1963-1971. 
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concesl'3ionaires on the lake, While themonthly fluctuations are of 
some concern, the critical concern is the general decline in water 
level over the five month period, May through September. 
Recreationists were asked if theyhad any observations on pool 
fluctuations as it.related to their recreational enjoyment. Eighty 
percent of the recreationists indicated they had encountered no prob-
!ems as a result of low' waj:er level. -Fifteen petcent indicated low 
water level degraded their recreational experience and five percent 
had no comment. 
Given the recent poJ,.itical pressures to reduce water level flue-
tuations due to power generation, it is interesting their dissatisfac-
tion regarding low water levels, However, the water level was not at 
a critical level while the surveys were being taken (June-July 1972), 
leading one to assume that the level of dissatisfaction would increase 
as the level of the lake was lowered later in the summer. 
Many of the 15 percent indicating dissatisfaction with low water 
levels registered more than one complaint or problem as a result of 
the low la.ke level. l'h.e associatE\d problems mentioned and the fre-
quency of. mention were as follows: 
swimming areas 31% 
skiing 25% 
beaching boats (rocks) 19% 
boat docks 19% 
poor fishing 18% 
swimmers-boaters 
intermingled 13% 
won't come back if 
level gets too low 13% 
Corps of Engineers personnel have cleared many of the beach areas 
of numerous rocks that·are·prevalent around the.lake. This clearing 
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normally occurs during the winter months which is the slack season for 
the labor force. The new improved areas are then graded, or smoothed 
to prevent erosion, However, the lake is normally lowest during late 
sununer, c~using the improved beach areas to be high and dry, and leav-
ing only rocky and unimproved beach areas along the shoreline of the 
lake, 
The resulting rocky and muddy shoreline is undesirable for swim-
ming, especially small children whose major activity is wading, The 
rocks on the lake bottom cause many toes to be stubbed. Also, due to 
lack of sandy beaches, high participation in swimming and other water 
contact·sports often causes the w;;tter to be murky and muddy along the 
shoreline, thus, reducing the quality of the activity, The rocky lake 
bottom is also hazardous to skiers coming into shore at high rates of 
speed. People attempting to beach their boats along the shoreline 
also run the risk of striking submerged rocks and damaging the boat 
or causing personal injury. 
Several respondents plamed the low·lake level for poor fishing. 
While it is impossible to determine the reason fish weren't biting, 
biologists indicate there is no adverse relationship between water 
level fluctuations ancl fish population [14]. The ability of fish to 
reproduce is so vast and enormous· that it would be nearly impossible 
for normal water fluctuations to have a negative effect on total fish 
population, 
It is possible the fish become somewhat disoriented and possibly 
change locations during sudclen fluctuations of the lake level, This 
may account for the small catches fishermen often bring home during 
periods qf' low lake levels or rapid changes in the lake level. 
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Several. recreationists responded·thatswim.m.ers and boaters becoiµe 
intermingled at low lake levels;' Many of the -boat l,aun<::,hing ramps and 
swimming beaches are located in coves around t~e lake. The quiet, 
placid water associated with coves provide an ideal location for both 
boat ramps and swimming. However; the coves are of ten substantially 
reduced in size at low lake levels; causing intermingling of boaters 
and swimmers. 
The controversy between fluctuating water level and recreation 
has been going on for years. Concession opetators on Grand Lake and 
other businessmen around thelake·caused an outcry in 1952 that low 
water level was making their operati.bns·very difficult. and expensive 
(16, pp. 13 .... 18]; The ·low drawdown in 1953 arid l954 intensified the 
oppoeition from resort.owners who finally t::ook their complaints 
directly tq the state legislature. 
During the controversy over·the Grand·Lake water level a legisla-
tive committee held hearings in the town of Grove to listen to the com-
plaints of resort owners and the position of the Grand River Dam 
Authot'ity officials. State senator Raymond Gary was the Chairman of 
the committee and became interested·in the problem. During his cam-
p~ign for the office of governor, he promised the 'p·eople around the 
lake that he would try to work something·out that would solve the 
problem. Shortly after his ·election, Governor Gary made his promises 
good. He initiated a financing effort to build alternative electric 
generation facilities that would relieve the pressure on the hydro-
generation facilities at the lake. In addition, he appointed members 
to the Grand River Dam Authority that were sympathetic to the problems 
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of the resort.owners, The policy on Grand Lake has been modified over 
the years and, except during extreme flooding, the water level is held 
within a narrow range. 
A measure of the extent of the month-to-month fluctuations in 
water level on Lake Tenkiller was shown in a recent Corps of Engineers 
study [15]. The average difference between successive monthly eleva-
tions for May through September was a decrease of 4,0 feet, 
Average lake elevation decreased from 632.6 feet (MSL) in May to 
621.1 feet (MSL) in September, A standard deviat:i,011 about, the average 
lake elevation decreased from 12,0 feet in May to 6.8 feet in September. 
The average lake elevation and the standard deviation about·. the average 
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The results of the Corps of Engineers study indicate that for the 
month of May the,average lake el,evation is 632 feet (MSL), with approx-
imately two-thirds of the observations (one standard deviation) falling 
within 1,2 feet of the mean. Thus, based on past history, approximately 
two-thirds of the average monthly lake elevations fall between 644.6 
feet and 620.6 feet (632.6 ft.± 12.0 ft,) for the month of May. If 
the range is increased to include 95 percent of the observations (two 
standard deviations), the range extends from 656.6 feet to 608.6 feet. 
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While the recre~tionists, busin~ssmen, and concessionaires can 
"live with" the,average water levels for the resp~ctive months, the· 
actual water levels are often extremely·crit::1:cal to all involved, es-
pecially since lake elevations of 620 feet (MSL) and below are consid-
ered critical. The average lake elevation by month for May through 
September, and the ranges associated with one and two standard devia-
tions about the average water level are presented in Table XVI. A 
graphic illustration is presented in Figure 5. 
The monthly reservoir elevations sincE:a 1955 are presented in the 
appendix. The figures included in the appendix are the high for the 
month, the low for the month, the average elevation for the month and 
the range for the month. 
TABLE XVI 
AVERAGE LAKE ELEVATION BY MONTH AND RANGES ASSOCIATED 
WITH ONE AND TWO STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
Month Avera~e One Std. Dev. Two Std. Dev. 
High Low High Low 
May 632.6 644. 6 620.6 656.6 608.6 
June 630.2 641.0 619.4 651.8 608.6 
July 626.1 632.5 619,7 638.9 613,3 
Aug. 622.5 630.1 614.9 637.7 607.3 
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Concessionai:r;-es ope;rating water·-borJ1e facilities such as boat 
marinas and heated fishing docks on Liake Tenkiller must relocate their 
facilities as water level rises or.falls. The frequency of relocation, 
i.e. whether the facilities must b~ relocated every ·foot, two feet, 
four feet, etc~, b largely dependent' on the physical characteristics 
of the lake floor·under·the facUities involved. That is, if the slope 
of the lake floor is steep, the facilities can rise and fall a greater 
distance.with the water level before it is necessary to move the facil-
ities further away from, or ·closer to, the shoreline (Situation A, 
Figure 6). When steep slopes exist .under the facility, the only ad-
justments necessary to counter changing water levels are to shorten 
or lengt~en the tie down cables that attach the water-borne facility 
to heavy anchors lying on the lake bottom. If gradual slopes exist 
the cables must be untied from the underwater anchors and retied to 
other anchors, either further out into the lake or closer to shore, 
depending on whether the water is rising or fa],ling (Situation B, 
Figur·e 6). The slope of t;he lake bottom under most of the concession 
operations differs at varying water depths. The concessionaires ex-
perience few relocation problems within given ranges where steep slopes 
exist. Outside some given range the frequency of relocation will in-
crease as the slope of the lake bottom becomes less steep. As the 
steepness of the lake bottom changes, so does the frequency and dif-
ficulty of relocation, and·thus, the expense of relocat;i.on. 
The relocation expenses concessionaires experience as they adjust 
to changing water level are presented in Table XVII. The expenses 
Situation 








































ESTIMATED COST OF RELOCATING FLOATING FACILITIES ON 
LAKE TENKILLER AT VARIOUS LAKE ELEVATIONS 
Total Carter's Cookson Elk Petit Six- Snake 
Cost Landing Bend Creek Bay Shooter Creek 
$350 50 50 100 150 
175 25 50 
350 50 50 100 150 
200 50 50 
250 50 50 150 
175 25 50 
350 50 50 100 150 
175 25 50 
250 50 50 150 
175 25 50 
250 50 50 100 150 
175 25 50 
250 50 50 150 
275 25 100 150 
900 100 600 200 
450 100 250 100 
275 25 150 100 
50 50 
225 25 150 50 
225 50 75 100 
225 25 150 50 
50. 50 Dry 
225 25 150 50 
150 50 100 
225 25 150 50 
950 50 Dry 
225 25 150 50 
50 50 











a Tenkiller Ferry Lake Economic impact Study, 1972. Estimates are 
based on information supplied by the Corps of Engineers and personal in-
terviews with concessionaires. 
b The water-borne facilities at Elk Creek Landing are inoperable at 
water elevations of 617 feet (MSL) and below. 
c The water-borne facilities at Petit Bay are inoperable at water 
elevations of 613 feet (MSL) and below. 
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listed are the concessionaires' estimates of thecosts·of relocation, 
The actual costs per relocation and the frequency of relocation depend 
on several factors, If the lake·level is changing rapidly, timeliness 
becomes critical and additional labor may be· needed·, Availability of 
additional labor influences costs of relocation. Based on conc:ession-
aires' responses, more labor is available during the summer months when 
high school and college students are home and 'available for employment. 
Another fo.ctor of importance ii;; the total expected change in water 
level. While the water level· generalJ:y is expected to fall slowly, 
heavy rains in the basin area upstream have in the past raised the 
water level as much as six'feet in twenty four hours, twelve ;Eeet in 
three days, and thirty seven feet over a fifteen day period of time. 
While rapid increases are inherent in the flood control function of 
Lake Tenkiller, close attention to the area weather reports allows the 
concessionaires to anticipate large and rapid rises in the water level, 
lf the concessionaire has reason to believe a large rise in water level 
will occur, he can "over-adjust" and accomplish two or more moves at 
once. 
The ac:cumulated relocation costs of the seven concessions at Lake 
Tenkiller with Corps of Engineers leases also are presented in Table 
XVII. The concessions are anchored to fluctuate between 630 feet (MSL) 
and 625 feet (MSL) with no relocation costs. However, if the water 
level drops to 624 feet (MSL), total costs of $900 are incurred. If 
the water level drops to 623 feet ·(MSL), an additional $450 for reloca-
tion is encountered. 
Using the cost schedule iQ. Table XVIl, the relocation costs for 
1972 can be approximated. Use of the cost figures in Table XVII should 
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be limited to 1972 as the.'f:tgures ·represent the approximate relocation 
costs. of the present set ·of ·facilities at ·present .levels ·of wages and 
other associated aosts.· ···· ·In the ·absence of ·facility· data·'·for the :Past 
time periods, an.approximation can·bemade if one is willing tE;> assume 
a constant .rate of ·adding addit:Lona:l,. •fac·il:tties ·over, the 20 year per-
iod of time from 1953 to 1972. ·More specifically, assume_ the facili-
ties on the lake in 19;53 were one ... twent:teth (5 percent) of those in 
1972, and thus; 5 percent·of ·the costs shown in_Table·xvu (assuming 
the present level of wages·and asse;>ciated·costs). Acaardingly, 1954 
would represent 10 percent of the_preaent costs and so ·forth with re~ 
location costs for 1971 equaliJ;1g 95 percent·(l9·x 5%) and 1972 reloca-
tion c<;>sts equal to 100 percent. · ·After· the 'relocation costs in Table 
XVII have been adjusted fo;r each·<l)f ·the·n:tneteen years, the-annual 
relocation costs ·for ·the life of the lake can be approximated by 
applying the· derived cost figures to _·actual water level data. 
Using the co~t figures in Table XVII·and daily water levels 
supplied by the Corps of Engineers, the approximate annual relocation 
cpsts in 1972 for the seven concessions under Cor~s lease on Lake Ten-
killer are $9450 (Table XVIII), 
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TABLE XVIII 
CONCESSIONAIRES' RELOCATION-COSTS BY MONTH, 1972 
Month Water Level· Increment Costs Total Cost 
(ft,, msl) (dollars) (dollars) 
January 632-629 275 
February 629-625 none 
March 625-6n (900 + 450 + 275) 1625 
April 622-621 50 
621-629 (50 + 275 + 450 + 900) 1675 
May 629-631 275 
631-628 none 
June 628-626 none 
July 626-631 27';, 
631-628 none 
August 628-622 (900 + 450 + 275) 1625 
September 622-619 ( 50 + 225 + 225) 500 
October. 619-618 225 
618-620 (225 + 225) 450 
November 620-633 (50 + 275 + 450 + 900 
+ 275 + 250) 2200 
December 633-631 275 --. 
Total Costs for Year 9450 
CHAPTER IV 
ESTJ;MATION OF RECRE,A'l'ION DEMAND 
AND ECONOMIC IMPACT 
Demand for Recreation at Lake 'l'enkiller 
The quantity of a particu,lar recreational activity demanded by an 
individual depends upon.the price he must pay, the prices of altern,a-
tive recreational pursuits, his income level, and his time limitations. 
Assuming a given income level, given time limitations, and prices of 
alternatives constant, a downward sloping schedule of alternative 
price-quantity combinations g~nerally describes consumers' behavior 
(17, p. 70]. 
Prior to participating in the recreational e~perience at Lake Ten-
killer, each participant likely evaluated his expected s.':1.tisfactio.n and 
the expec;.ted costs, given his inc;.ome and time constl;'aints. His parti .. 
cipation in recreation at Lake Tenkil.:Ler is evidence that expected 
returns were equal to or greater than expected costs, Pr~sumably, a 
specific participation rate at a given price or cost may be in~erpreted 
as a point on an individual's demand schedule. 
The determination of the demand schedu;l.e for each participant 
would require additional evidence where alternative price-quantity com-
binations are determined, holding available time, income level, and 
prices of alternatives constant. Opinions of recreationists as to 
expected participation at alternative prices wot,1ld provide estimates 
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of their demand schedule, but there would be uncertainty associated 
with the actual decisions. 
A representative or average individual demand·schedu,le was esti-
mated from the price-quantity combinations.for each participant. The 
price or cost. of participation was used as the independent variable,. 
The number of annual visitor days at Lake Teri.killer was used as the 
dependent variable. The choice of price for the independent variable 
and quantity for the dependent variable means that the time spent re-
creating at the lake is dependent on the cost.of participation. Other 
factors, such as time and available.alternatives, also affeqt partici-
pation rates but would be extremely difficult to determine and quantify. 
Recreation Demand Curves 
Using linear regression, average individual and mal:'l<.et demand 
curves were det(:!rmined. An exponeptial equation of the general form 
b Y = AX was used to estimate an average individual demand curve for 
all recreationists {:l.t Lake Tenk:Uler. Demand curves were also es ti'."' 
mated for recreationists from each of the concentric distance zones, 
This equation was converted to logarithms for the regression 
analysis and then.converted back to the exponential form for plotting 
the demand curves, This procedure permitted the use of linea.r regres,... 
sion techniques for nonlinear data and resulted in curvilinear demand 
curves. 
The estimated equation for the average demand schedule for the 
recreation experience of all respondents, using costs per visitor day 
(P) as the independent variable and the annual number of visitor days 
at.Lake Tenkiller (Q) as the dependent variable, was: 
log Q - 1.96219 - ·.59345 log P 4.1 
In e~ponential form the equat!on was: 
Q = 91.662 p -.59345 4.2 
The coefficient of determination (R2) ·for equation 4.1 was .3137 and 
Sb= .1064. 
E~ponential equations of the fornrused iri the analysis have a 
constant elasticity of demand equal to t~e -value of the e~ponent. The 
estimated elasticity .of demand with ·respect to '·pl;'ice for the demand 
curve is -0.59345 for the total recreatio11 experience, 
The demand curve derived represent;s an average group of 4. 72 indi-
viduals recreating at Lake fenkiller. Each group represen.ts·l5,83 
visitor days. The average individual d~and c1,1rve indicated by equa-
tion 4.3 was-determi11ed by dividing the averag~ group demand curve in 
equation 4.2 by 4.72 individuals per group. 
Q = 19,420 p ~.59345 4.3 
The estimated market d~and·curve is derived by aggregating the 
individual demand curves for .all individuals that·constitute the mar-
ket. Total recreational attendance recorded at Lake Ten.killer in 1972 
was 3,095,700 visitor days, Each "ave'l;"age individual" dem,anp cu;1;ve 
represents 15.83 visitor days at the lake, By dividing 3,095,700 
visitor days by 15.83 visitor days it .was estimated that .195,56i0 aver-
age individuals participated in outdoor recreation at Lake Tenkiller 
in 1972, The expansion of the average individual deni.and curve (equa-
tion 4,3) by the number of participants provided an estimate of the 
market demand cul,'Ve indicated in equation 4.4. 
Q = 3,7~7,775 p -.59345 4,4 
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Est;l:.matton of .Benefits 
Two al,ternative methods of eetimating consumer su-rplus benefits 
were used. In ad,dition, actual·recreational·expenditures were used as 
a means of comparison. 
Trice-Wood Method 
The consumer surplus benefits were determined by multiplying the 
surplus value (90th percentile cost minus median cost) by the number 
of participants, The 90th percentile value was·$6.67 per visitor day 
and the median value was $~.OO, leaving a net benefit of $4~67 per 
visitor day, Bg.sed on the estitnated 3,095,700 visitor days at Lake 
Tenkiller in 1972, the annual valueo:f the recreation experience was 
$14,456,919. 
Concentric Travel Zone Method -
The use of concentric .travel zones requires; an estimation of the 
number of visitor days attributed to each zone and the mean value of . 
recreation expenditures by the participants in each zone (Table IX, 
Chapter III), Total visitor d.;iys from each travd zone were estimated 
using the 1972 annual attendance and the percel').tage distribution of 
annual visitor days by travel zone,· Using this method~ estimated con-
sumer.surplus bepefits of recreation at Lake Tenkiller in 1972 were 
$21,510,075 (Table XlX). 
Recreation Expenditure Method 
Expenditures in the pursuit of recreation constitue a minimum 
value for the total recreational experience. The minimum value of 
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the recreation experience at ·Lake Tenkiller ·may ·be· overstated because 
some of the expenditures would·have ~een spent ·tn·other recreational 
pursu:t.ts if thE;i lake had not ·extsted; ·thus·over .... estimating the "value 
added" as a result of the ;Lake's existence [18, p, 224], Total esti-
matecl recreation expenditures spent by all·participantSi fol;' the total 
recreation experience around Lake Tenkiller totaled $10,186,424 (Table 
XX), Estimated visitor days in each travel zone.were multiplied by 
the estimated expenditures per visitor 'day for·recreationists in the 
respective travel zones. 
Zone 
TABLE XIX 
CONSUMER SURPLUS BENEF!TS BY TEA.VEL ZONE AND 
TOTAL FOR LAKE TENKIL:LER RECREATIONISTS 
(Based on ;t.972 Survey) 
Expenditut1es Con1:1umer 
Per Surplus :Per 




I $ 1,42 $8.82 460,021 $4,057,385 
II 2,80 7.44 1,106,713 8,233,945 
III 2.72 7,52 243,941 i, 1,834,436 ' IV 2,72 7,52 981,956 7,384,309 
v 10.24 · 0 ~03,069 0 









TOTAL RECREATION· EXPENDITURES BY TRAVEL ZONE 
FOR LAKE TENKIL:LER·RECREATIONISTS 
· (Based ·on 1972 Data) 
· Expenditures/·· Visitor 




2.72 243,941 · 
2. 72 981,956 











The value of the total, recreation experience at Lake Tenkiller 
ranges from approximately $10,2 millicm to $21.5 tI\iUion dollars, de-
pending on the method used to dete:i:m;Lne the benefits, The "Total 
Expenditure Methbd, u while criticized ·by some· researchers for over.-
estimat:1.ng the benefits attributable to the la}ce, provides the lowest 
estimate of ·the··three methods. 
The "Trice-WoodMethod"·yielded'a--va:lue'of approximately $14.5 
mill:l;on as ·compared ·to $21, 5 million ~omputed ·using C;Lawson' s "Concen-
tric Travel Zone Method;'' Both··methods ·estimate consUlller surplus 
bemefits ·and ·have a ·common ·weakness, The maximum ·val,ue, normally 
associated with the most distant .travel zone, ·ts of critical impor-
tance when estimating ·the·consUlller surplus for each of the other zones. 
An error in the estimation of the "maximum" value will result in in-
correct estimates of benefits in each of the other zones, 
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Input-Output ·Analysis ·and ··the ·Local E9onomy 
Based on the re!3ults of the ·study,· ·recrea.tiC!n:f:sts at Lake 'l'en-
killer spent an average of $2.39 per ·visitor day in·the·Lake Tenkiller 
are& while ·visiti;n,g .at ·the lake. Using the ·1972 attendance. estimate 
of 3,095,700 visitor days, the ·local ·economy around Lake Tenkiller 
received a direct impact ·of ·$7 .-4 ·mill:ton ·.from recreationists using 
the lake. Based ·on the ·survey, an ·estimated ·$1.1 million has l;>een 
spent annually in the.local economy.for recreation investment items, 
such as boats, ·motors, ·fishing ·equipment, etc. 
The reverberations of this ·direct impact ·of ·$8. 5 million is felt 
throughout the local economy through indirect and induced effects. An 
input-output model of the local economy·would provide the best est:l,mate 
of the multiplier ·values measuring the t9tal impact on the local econ-
omy, H0wever, the structure of ·the two county economy has not been 
analyzed with ·,m ·input'."'output model. Thui;; it .was necessary to estimate 
the magnitude·of ·the appropriate multipliers using multipliers devel-
oped for other areas of simil;.ar geographic and socio-economiccharac-
teristics.. The multipliers selected ·to represent the economy of the 
Lake Tenkiller area were: output, 1. 69; income, 1.42;- and employment, 
1.34, Limitati,ons associated w:i,th the use of the above multipliers 
were discussed in Chapter II. 
·output multiplie:t's measure the effect on regional output of a 
one dollar change in demand for goods and services of a particular 
sector, The recreation sector output multiplier ·ia 1.69, which means 
that $1. 00 in final. demand for recreation gqods and services will re-
sult in a $1.59 increase in regional output, Estimated annual 
recreation expendit1,1res ·of $8,-S-mtl:li:on··:tn -the ·J:oc·al ·area result in 
a $14.4 million increase in·regional output. 
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Income multipliers measure·the·total regional change in income 
resulting from a one dollar change ·in··income within a sector. The 
;recreation sector :income ·m1,1ltiplier··of ·1.-42 was ·used~ ·This is inter-
preted to mean that a one·dolla.r increase :tn·:tncome in the recreation 
sector will generate ·$1.42 of .. ±ncome throughout the ·region. However, 
an act1,1al study·of the· economy ·would. be needed to determine percentage 
of gross receipts allocated to wages and salaries and profits, which 
are all reflected in the income multipliers, 
A. rough c;1pproxiµiation can be·done·by estimating the number of 
employees in recreation related business and their salaries. Accord-
ing to 1970 census infol;'lllatiqn, 1,260 persons in Cherokee·and Sequoyah 
Counties were empioyed in the·follow:tng industry groups: eating and 
drinking places; business and repair services; hotels and other per-
sonal services; and entertainm~nt and recreation services, The aver-
age value of wages and salaries for 1970 in the two county area was 
$2,823. Based on a six percent annual increase, estimated average 
wages and salaries in 1974 are $3,172~ · ·Informed estimates are that 
approximately one-half of the employees :f;n these four indust:i:y groups 
are recreation related. This means a total of 630 employees are earn-
ing an estimated average annual salary of $3,172, a total.of $1,998,360. 
Using the income multiplier of 1,42, the est:i)nated income effect from 
recreation is $2.8 million in the·regfona.l economy, 
Employment multipliers measure the change in ·regional ~ploymen.t 
resulting from a one unit change in the labor force of a particular 
sector. Employment multipliers are calculated under the assumption of 
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a linear relat:tonship between employment and·output. The relationship 
is expreseed through employment/output rat::tos .. that reflect the number 
of employees per million dollars output of a sector. 
The re.creation sec tor employmen1: :inul tiplier used was 1. ,34. 'J;'hh 
means that employment ·Qf ·:ioo persons ·:tn·-the'·recrea:tion sector even-
tually results in 34 adqit:1,onal persons employed in ·other sectors in 
the economy. Actual ·study of the economic ·structure of the Lake Ten-
killer area wc:iutd·be needed to·estimate·the·number ·of ·employees per 
mi:!-lion dollars ·oµtpµt .of the recreation sector ·befc;,.l'.'e estimates of 
absolute employment benefits could·be ·determined. ·A rough estimate 
of the employment impact ··is :provided by mµlt:f;plying the 6,30 employees 
indicated in the·:tncome'sectic;>n by the 1;34 e111ployment multiplier. 
Thus, recreation prov:i,des a total employment impact of 844 employees 
in the twQ county ·areal!' 'O:t:' the creation of ·214 additional jobs in 
other sectori;i of the local -economy. 
CHAPTER V 
RECREATION ·MANAGEMENT ··AND ·ENVIRONMENTAL 
· CONSIDERATIONS 
Problem Areas and Suggested Improvements 
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The total recreational experience means different things to d;i.f-
f erent people. One person' is source of enjoyment, or fulf:i.llment,. may 
prove to be a point of content:ton for·someone else. When people with 
completely opposite viewpoints find themselves ina common setting, 
feelings of animosity and a~iety become evident, Such was found to 
be the case at many of the Lake Tenkiller ·rect<eation areas where prob-
lems of noise, congestiop, and overuse exist dur·ing periods of heavy 
use, such as :weekends and holidays. 
Opposing Viewpoints 
The most apparent example·of opposing viewpoints among recrea-
tionists at Lake Tenkillffr is the controversy :raging between users and 
non-use:t;"s of motorcycles~ Piametric viewpoints regarding the total 
recreationa.l ex1>;erience are at the root ·of ·the controversy between the 
two groups. Both groups.go to the·la;ke to relax and get away from the 
urban or city setting. One·group's concept of relaxation and l;'ecrea-
tion is an atmosphere of quiet, solitude, and serenity; while the 
other group's concept of rela'.ll;a:tion·and·recreation is one of "letting 
., n 
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go" and participating in activities normally supp:r:essed.in densely 
populated areas. 
The need :l;pr des:lgna.t:;ed 11101:orcycles areas·is·cr:ttical to the 
te>tal recreation experience of ·everyl'ne involved ·at ·Lake Tenktller. 
, I 
Anti-cyclists ·areannoyed·at the'c;yclists'far the inconven:i,~nczes and 
disc.omforts ·they· are ·being caused while the ·cyclists and their pro-
ponents are annoyed that· anyone ·could be so "narrow-minded" that they 
cannot;: appteciate·the right of the cyclist· to use ·his motorcycle whe:p. 
and where he pleases. · Corps of Engineers R.angers are caught in the 
~iddleof the conflict as they .. try to enforce the rules, Differences 
in interpretatioJt of la~e rules·and·regulations by each of the three 
groups, as well·as the difficulty.·of ·enforcement, "'nly serve to fur-
ther·aggrevate the problem. 
The rangers ·are un~ble to consti!ntly patrol all of the recreat:f.on 
areas, making enforcement difficult. A$ a c:ase tn point; moto;rcy~les 
are $Upposed to ~eep to the roads, out of the campsites and atf.the 
grassed areas adjacent te> the lake, · When range:r:i;i aren't · patrol.ling 
the immediate area, many of the cyclists, both young and old, ride 
where.they ·please·w:tth almost:tota.?: disregard to posted regulations. 
Interpretation difficulties·a1;ise when some of the ;following 
questions.surface: What constitut;es a nu;tsance? When is a motor-
cycle. too ·loud? - ·When ·is 'a cycl;l:st ·n~t ·acting in ·a safe manner? In 
which areas are cycle$'rtot.allowed and in which area~ should they --
not be allowed? · ·These ·are all ·crQ~stions ·which can have diff ereµt 
:l,pterpretations, depending ·on·one's viewpoint. 
proximate1y·l5 percent :of ·t;:he·respondents'of the st1,1dy ride cycles at. 
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Lake Tenkiller and consider motorcycling to be a legitimate activity, 
or means of recreating, while at the lake. The general absen~e of 
designated riding areaE;1 leaves ·the cyclists ·with·few alternatives 
other than riding up and down·heav±ly traveled ·highways, access roads 
around the campsites, ·and grassed·areas ·near the lake. 
While the noise of motorcycles is an annoyance to ·many of the re-
creationists, ·safety is an ·even ·more ·serious ·considera.tion, In a 
typical public use area, small-children are engaged ·in·various acti~ 
vities and are often unawar~·of the need ·to watch for oncoming cars 
and cycles on the access roads and beaches, Many of the yqupg cyclists 
are equally absorbed ip their own activity and forget the need to watch 
out for others. As long as cyclists continue to use the same public 
use areas as being used for other recreational activities the threat 
of serious injury exists. 
Areas need to be desigpated where motorcyclists are allowed to 
ride, These areas need to be located away·from the ma~n recreation 
areas and located to minimize damage to both the terrain and the nat-
ural environment, Once the areas have been established and made 
available to motorcycle enthusiasts the appropriate rules must be 
determined, i;pecifically defined, and strictly enforced, 
Based on discussions with recreationists at Lake Tenkiller and 
personal observations, this action may cause·some·dissatisfaction with 
a few, but should. increase the quality ·of ·the ·recreation experience at 
the lake. Motorcyclists would have ·a ·place to ride their cycles and 
recreate in their own way, thus increasing their recreational enjoy-
ment. Noii;e, congestion, and safety problems around the campsites and 




the recreational·experience·of those·opposed·to motorcycles at the 
public use areas ·adjacent ·to the lake, 
Modern Camping Needs 
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Recreationists ·are·becoming ·more·sophist±c:ated ·in ·their efforts to 
relax and·recreate outdoors; ·bringing the ·canv!:lniences of ·home to the 
lake or wherever they go to ·recreate.· ·Many ·of ·the·newer models of. 
mobile ·campers,- ·motor ·homes,- ·ancl ·pickup ·c:ampers ·:t1lustrate the demand 
for conveniences ·while ·relaxing ·out..,.of-doors .- Most ·pub,'.1.:lc use areas 
are not supplying sufficiemt numbers ·of ·modern ·a:cc01nodations needed to 
facilitate the rapid increase ·1n·this ·new camping style, 
If the sophisticated camper·is·to be·tolerated and accomodated 
without deterioration to·the environment, paved access roads for him 
to drive on and concrete pads to park on are "absolute musts." Wat'i!r 
and electricity at each carnpsite is also needed, Electr:1.city is 
needed to ·run·the air conditioner ·and other conveniences available 
in his home away from home~· ·The·recreationist's ·alternative is to 
run the self-contained power unit which is often·noisy and adds ex-
haust pollution to the air.- · ·water ·is ·necessary for househ<;>ld chores, 
such as cooking and washing dishes; as well as supplying water for 
bathing, Once water has been made available ·a:t each camp site, sewer 
drops are critically needed to minimize the·amount ·af waste water al-
lowed to run ·out ··on the ground,- ·through ·other campsites fmd into the 
lake, 
Part of the·reason for the·recent ·upsurge·tn·numbers of recrea-
tionists·taking the conveniences ·of ·home with·them·is the almost total 
absence of ·facilities at the lake-which they consider to constitute the 
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absolute minimum, Most ·of the ·recreationi.sts ·are ·accustomed t:o the 
cleanliness ·of ·their own bathrooms; ·and·many ·violently·appose the use 
of open pit toilets and·the·offens±ve·odor·and·flies ·normally ~sso-
ciated with them, The·Corps has ·con;st:ructed severa,1 improved rest-
rooms (water""borne flush to±J:ets) ·±n ·a ·few ·of ·the ·heavily used public 
use areas, but more·are needed, 
The construction of these·new·toilet·facilities·are ·a move in the 
right direction; but the ·fac:tlities often prove ·to ··be ·±nadeq1,1ate on 
heavy use weekends.- Public ·agencies ·cannot be e::icpected to meet p!;!ak 
use demands. ·aowever, sufficient ·personnel should ·be employed to 
maintatn the cleanliness of ·public restroom$·during periods of peak 
use. As more restrooms are ·constructed,· ·serious consideration should 
be g;i.ven to ·includin$ hot-cold showers, · A ·l,;Il;-"ge ·portion qf the recrea-
tionists ·consider daily·bathing·to ·be·an·±mportant hab:i,t. Cleanliness 
is to be practiced ·by·the ·family while away from home :i;n much the same 
manner·as if they were at home. 
The above represents a brief·summary of some of the current prob-
lems and ·needs at ·the Lake Tenkiller ·recreation complex. Partial 
solutions were advanced in some instances, · Before proper long range 
solut:1.ons can be det~rmined; several policy questions.or iss1,1es must 
be faced. In adc;lition, long range recreational trends; both region&! 
and nat:i,onal, must be evaluated. · The following section is addressed 
to this problem, 
Developing Trends Related to Outdoor Recreation 
On the na:tional·sc;ene, severa:l·trends are ·noteworthy. Higher in-
comes and the much discussed ·four day ·work week can be expe!:ted to 
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enhance the frequency of ·partictpa:tton·in .. out~oc,r ·recreation. People 
wi.U have bot·h ·the ·needed ·t:t.me ·and ·the ·financial: :means ·necessary for 
mo;re outdoor ·:i:-ecrea1;ic:n1.· ·tncre,ased .. education ·and ·a:ws:reness encouragee 
people ··to ·t1,avel: and · encounteI" :meri:-e ·experiences, ·to ·bece:,me. mo:r:e. world-
ly, ·so to spe.a.k~· · ·Some.· contend ·that ·zero ·papulat:1:dn ·growth will re-
duce the need ·for ··ou:t·door recreation~··· Re~t"eation ·is usually thought. 
of as a family oriented·a.cti,v:l,ty; ·leading planners ·to believe that as 
family size decreases, sd ·wil:l ·the·need for ·publ':l:c: :u:se recreation 
fac~lities. 
Quite. the contrary, however i ·can be expected. · Family size has. 
been decreasing ove1'·the'l~st 20·years as recreation pa:J:"ticipation has 
increased. The key to increased partiaipat:1:on ·has ·been the increased 
degree of urbanization, higher incomes; and increased. amounts of 
leisure time. Smaller family si~e·tends to increase discretionary 
income and time,. thus p:romot;±t;>.g the ·present rising ·trend in oul:door 
recreational pur1;,1u:tts •· · Smal;ler ·fam:f;l;y ·stz·e reduces ·the comm.itment of 
incoJUe fo;r child rearing ·and. ·allows ·the inc;:ome ·to be spent fol;' other 
purposes. In addition, smaller family size·makes coordination of the 
family's activities ·eas:l;er.: · ·The ·planning of a trip is llluch easier 
since there. a.re ·.less ·chances fot ·con;f J:icts to ·arise within th.e ;family. 
Smaller families ·w;f);l·a:];so redµce the length of t}:le '"family rear-
ing" spaµ for the parent;s. · Once the children are away from home, tl}e 
parents ·may·be·able1·to·tak.e·vacations·du:ring·the·non-sUilllll,er months, 
easing the s~asonality ·problem·resulting .from weather and institutional 
patterns. 
These are oply a :f;ew of ·the noteworthy trends ·on the national 
level having an impact on recreat:l;on attendance at t'l:le ·lake, Because 
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Lake Tenkiller is considered somewhat "unique'.' in ·nature, its national 
popu:j.ar:f.ty is likely·to inc:i;ease. 
Several trends on the local: ·area ··are also noteworthy~ Metropoli-
tan areas, such as Ft. ·smith, Tulsa, Oklahoma City, ·a:nd ·Muskogee, are 
major urban areas and are w:tthin·l:ess tha:n _three ·hours driving time of 
the lake. Increased urbanization can be ·expected,' thus ·increasing the 
population and income base of the·people wi:thin·the·respec:tive cities. 
Completion·of the Arkansas·River ·waterway ·±s expected to encour-
age industries ·to ·];ocate·a:tong ·the·waterway; · While ·the ·number of in-
du$trie$ to eventually locate ·a:J;ong ·the water'vay ·fa ·difficllH to 
proje<;:t, each·industry·locating an the·waterway·will ·contribute to the 
income and etnployment of the ·area. · T):1e increased ·numbers of employees 
with higher ;Levels of income wi:j.l increase the rec·reational impact on 
Lake Tenkiller. 
An increased population base within reasonably close pi:.-c:,ximit;y of 
Lake Tep.killer may tend to 11 $p:read out the recreation season.'' People 
that reside near a lake or recreation area are more apt to use the 
area on a year-round basis as·compa:red ·to those.living a long distance 
away and using the lake once a year, · As =the populat:i;on base increases 
in the area, the number of ·pec;,ple·inclined to use·the la:l{.e year-r(:)und 
also ·:tnc:reases; tl;ms spread,ing ·out the recreation visitations over the 
entire year. 
Improved four lane highways have·reduced ·travel time from Tul.sa, 
Oklahoma City, and Ft. Smith, Highway·1 ... 4o·between ·Oklahoma City ,;1.nd 
Muskogee is near completion·a.nd ha$ already ·reduced ·travel time be-
tween the two points, Compl~tion·of r~4o from Ft. Smith west ha$ 
drastically reduced travel· .. time between ·take ·Tenkiller and the Ft, 
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Smith SMA area.- Use ·of the·Muskogee·Turnp:f;ke·between·Tulsa and Mus-
kogee has reduced the distance·l;,y ·about one-fourth·and the driving t:Lme 
by one-half, all;owing Tu;J.sans to·be at the lake·w'ithin ·an hour and 
twenty minut:es. 
These improvements ·represent ·only ·the ma:jo·r ·highways ·that provide 
people from major·metropolitan areas·greater safety, shorter driving 
time, and a more ·enjoyable ·overall ·recreational experhmce. In the 
immediate lake area, ·a perimeter ·road ·now exists ·around ·Lake Tenkiller. 
Highways 82 ·and ·100 run along ·the ·south, ·east ·and ·ncrrth side of the 
lake, Most access ·i;oads between·the highway and the public use areas 
on the lake are paved. · A graveled county ·road runs along the weste;rn 
edge of the·lake and ·current·plans of the·county commissioners are to 
pave that .road in the near future. · Paving 0of this segment of the 
perimeter road, as ·well as paving all access roads should relieve much 
of the present congestion along the·eastern edge of the lake, 
Several · supdivisions are · located in the Lake ·Tenkiller area. · Home 
owners in the various subdivisions incl:ude·people working in Ft. Smith 
and Muskogee, retiree! couples, and ·people with second homes. The near-
ness of the ·lake combined .. with ·the beauty ·of ·the countryside has at-
tracted many retired people and individuals desiring to ·build a aecond 
home, These individuals·are unique in ·their contribution to recreation 
visitations at the la.ke, ·Retired ·people have ·low participation rateE; 
in active type activities such·as·skiing, and part:i,c;ipate mostly in 
passive activities, such as sightseeing; birdwatching, and possibly a, 
small amount of camping, Retired ·couples, however, also provide a base 
point for their child:1;en and ·grandchildren, ·allowing them to combine 
visiting and outdoor recreation while .on vacation or on a weekend 
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outing. Recreation groups of this type ·do ·not participate heavily in 
activities such as ·camping, but ·ra1:her··±n ·water ·contact sports and 
picnicing. 
The same parti.cipation patterns ·apply ·to ·peopl:e with second homes 
near Lake Tenkiller. Whether ·they ·bring ·th_ei:r ·family, ·o·r friends, they 
have no need for camping facilities·a:s inexpensive lodging is already 
available. Their main uses of ·the ·lake ·are ·fo·r picnic;:s and water con-
tact sports such as ·boating, skiing, ·fishing, and swimming. 
Numerous lakes are scattered ·throughout·Eastern Oklahoma and 
Weste:rn Arkansas with a large number of the lakes being completed in 
recent years as part. of the Arkansas River Waterway. These lakes are 
complementary up to a point, ·as the network of lakes in Eastern Okla-
homa attracts recreat:tonists to the genera:! ·area;· Lake Tenkiller ap-
parently is considered the best of the entire network, The actual 
competition is difficult to access as recreation·a:ttendance.continues 
to increase at Lake TenkiL!;er, ·even ·with ·the ·completion of new lakes, 
Lack of sufficient roads and facilities at nearby la:kes may help ex-
plain this phenomenon for the present time period. The uniqueness of 
Lake Tenkiller will be tested ·as ·roads and facilities to other lakes 
are developed. If Lake ·Tertkil:ler ·provicj.es a truly unique recreation 
experience, attendance at the lake w:i:11 not be adversely affected as 
many recreationists will. go elsewhere only during periods of peak use. 
Becc;luse of Lake Tenkiller's beauty and uniqueness, the potential 
for overuse and abuse is great, Policies need to be undertaken to 
determine an optimal le'\\'el. of recreation development for Lake Tenkiller. 
These policies need to be considered in light of expected levels of 
development of other lakes in the area. 
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One potential ·source of needed ·overall·J:ong·range planning is the 
proposed "Oklahoma Unit of ;the·Nat:1:onal ·Recreat:ton'Area Systelll (19]. 
The proposed ·action includes about:84,700·surface·acre$ ·of water and 
105, 900 acres ·of surrounding ·lands ·:tn ·the ·Ft.· •Gibson, Webbers Falls, 
Robert S. Kerr,· ~md ·Tenkille;r Ferry Lakes areas. The plan also in-
cludes 1464 acre Greenleaf Lake State ·Park; ·40,000 ·a:c-res of federally 
owned land on the site of ·camp ·Gruber · (former ·mi:J:itary ·:tnstalla tion), 
and 32,000 acres ·of state owned·lands·managed·by·the ·Okl:ahoma Depart-
ment of W:1::t:dl:ife Conservation· (Cherokee ·W;tl:dl±fe Refuge and hunting 
area). 
Construction would ·;tnclude·eJ:even·new public use ·areas, 52 mil«;!s 
of motor bike tra:1:1$, 25 miles of bicycle ·trails, 60 m:tles of hik,ing 
trails, and 32 miles of nature trails;· Group camps ·would be provided 
with cooking facilities;·tent platforms, and·various ·~thlet;ic facil-
:Lties. Playground equipment would be provided for the young visitors, 
Implementation of the Oklahoma National Recreation Area plan would 
solve many of the·current problems as well ·as provide an organized 
and coordinated lo11g ·range water..;ba:sed·recreatfon·pla:n for the area. 
Meeting ·Futµre Recreation Needs 
Recreation attend,mce at Lake ·Tenkiller can be ·expected to con-
tinue to increase in the:futµre. The uniqueness ·and·attractability 
of the lake, ·combined ·with ·an ·improved ·highway ·system; will continµe 
to draw people to Lake·Tenkiller, rather than.their going to.other 
lakes in the area. 
Incr~ased n1,1.lllbers of recreationists with higher income, more. 
leisure time, and ever increasing tastes and preferences can be 
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~pected·at Lake·Tenk:tller·a:nd·the·surrouqct:tng ·a:rea·:tn·the forseeable 
future. Sufficient ·facil:lt:l:es in ·a:dequate ·quantities ·must be provided 
if damages ·to the environment ·are to be avoided. 
Buffers·of trees and shrubbery·could ·be·pravided ·to ·reduce noise 
and congestion ·.in heavily ·:1:mpac ted ·areas.- · ·:rmpraved ·a:cces·s ·roads would 
help to more ·evenly distribute ·people ·among ·all" ·public ·use areas, re-
lieving many ·of the overuse problems ·associated ·with ·the ·more popular . 
areas. Co17ps of ·Eng±neer·Rangers ·could·provide·a: valuable source of 
information ·.to ·rec1;eat±onists about 'the ·rera·ttve ·congestion and crowd-
ing in ·the ·various ·public ·use areas,· --enabl::tng ·tndivi:dua:1:s to use less 
impacted areas. 
Recreation personnel need·to ·developguidel:tnes outlining the type 
of recreation ·experience to be provided ·at ·take Tenkiller, as well as 
the expected capacity of the various recreaticin: areas. Development of 
facilit$es should conform 't<:5 ·an ·overall ·plan ·aevelciped ·to coordinate 
the development of recreation at all lakes in the area. A comprehen-
sive plan would allow some maximum level ·of recreation development sub-
ject to the other functions and purposes·at ·each ·of the lakes. Recrea-
tion facilities should then be developed and ·managed accordingly. 
Conflict:i,ng recreaticJn activities ·should be separated to enhance 
the recreation experience of people ·coming to Lake Tenkiller. The 
most obvious need ·for ·zoning, 'or ·designated areas, ·ts the separation of 
I• . 
motorcycles from ·recreatiop.ists · at .the ·public use area:s. Other pot en-
tial areas of conflict include skiing ·versus swimming, fishing, diving 
or boating; boating versus fishing or swimming; and fishing versus 
swinnn;i.ng and diving. While conflicts of this type are not-serious now, 
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they likely will be as the intensity of use increases and the absence 
of zoning continues. 
Consideration should be given to maintaining and improving the 
natural cover and vegetation of the recreation areas. Heavy impacted 
areas need to be closed off, or rotated occasionally, and allowed to 
rest. In some instances, the area may have deteriorated to the point 
/that revegetation is necessary. As added recreational facilities and 
access roads are developed around the lake, shifting of visitors away 
from the heavier impacted areas will allow those areas an opportunity 
to recover their original cover and natural beauty. 
The use of user fees is one alternative for protecting heavily 
impacted areas by rationing recreation attendance. One possibility 
would be charging user fees on weekends and holidays, and allowing 
these facilities to be used without charge during the weekdays. Vary-
ing levels of fees could also be charged discriminating between current 
intensively used areas and lesser used areas. 
Public agencies charged with the responsibility of managing re-
creation areas should move toward a policy of charging user fees 
sufficient to cover operation and maintenance costs. In this study, 
approximately 95 percent of the visitors surveyed indicated they were 
willing to pay a nominal user fee, provided the fee was used to main-
tain and improve the recreation facilities. Other studies have re-
ported similar results [l]. Recreationists are demanding more improved 
facilities, such as flush toilets, showers, and electrical hookups and 
are willing to help defray part of the expenses public agencies incur 
in providing these improved facilities. 
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take Tenkiller ·currently provides ·a,·h:tgh· qusl:±ty '.recreation ex-
perience and ·every ·effiort ·should·'be ·made ···to :ma:tnt,dn··the ·high quality 
recreational: experience ·and ·the ·natural ·beauty ·of ·.thia ·1:ake area for 
future ·users,·· Hopefully, ·many ·of ·these ·suggest:l:ons··~an ·be implemented 
in the near future to ·assist in meet:l:ng··the ·:1:ncreased .. recreational 
demands being ·placed on the ·recreational:··areas ·at 'l;a.ke Tenkiller. 
C!lAPTER VI 
·SUMMARY AND ·CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
The general:objective of ·the study·was-to·estimate·the dema.nd for 
and the ·economic ;-nnpa:ct ·of ··outdoor'·recreat±on .. a:t ·take ·Tenkiller, Spe-
cific objectives were: · (1) to determine the ·socio•econamic. and other 
characteristics of recreationists at Lake Tenkiller; (2) to detel;'1ll;ine 
the expendit;u'.!'.'e patterns of recreationists ;· · (3)· to. ·detE;1.rmine the eco,.. 
nomic::' impact ,of re~reat:l:on on ,·th~ ·1oc~l ·economy; a:nd, (4) to analyze 
management; .problems a:ssociate.d with ·the ·Lake ·Tenkiller rect'eation co111-
pl,ex.; 
The need ·fo·r the study ·arose. from;·the increasing importanee of 
outdoor .recrea:tidn"a:t: ;multi-purpose ·federal ·lakes, even though recrea-
tion may not have·been an original·purpose of ·the·prdject, Benefits 
of the recreation purpose.must·be·estimated if ·recreation facili.ties 
,and development ·are ·to ·receive ·equal ·cons:t.deratio:p. ·1n future pla,nniµg 
and expenditl_lres ·at these lakes, · ·In th:i:a ·study, benefits were esti..,. 
mated using ·consUJ11er :surplus ·and ·i:nput..-output·analysis; The consumer 
surplt1s technique is used to estimate the benef·:tts of recreation ex .... 
perience at Lake Tenkiller, Input-output ·analysis is used to estimate 
the .benefits of recreation expenditu,res :·to ·the ·J,.oc~l economy. 
Lake Tenkiller ·was ·selected ·as ·the·area·af study·for three reai;ons: 
(1) the ·high ·quality recreatioxi experience ·associated with the lake; 
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(2) the possible conflict ·between ·the various ·purpose1;r of ·the lake; and 
(3) the lake .is located· in ·an ·area ·of general:ly ·h±gh··unemployment and 
underemployment·a:nq low per capita income. 
Recreat±on·is not an·offi.cial:ly·recogntzed·purpuse at Lake Ten-
killer although ·the· lak~ is one .. ·of ·the heavtest used··J:akes ·in Oklahom,a. 
Benefits were est:tmated ··to ·help Justify ·consideration 6f ·recreation as 
a purpose in future ·planning ·a:nd--a:pp·ropricttion ·of funds for improved 
recreation facilities. 
The impact ·of ·fluctuating ·lake ·level on ·the recreation sector 
caused by power generation and ·flood control was evaluated, Opinions 
of recJ;eationists·, ·concessionaires; ·and ·other private businessmen 
around the lake were obtained, as well as the monetary costs associated 
with a fluctuating water level. 
Maintenance of the env.ironmental in~egrity ·of the Lake Tenkiller 
recreation area must be emphasized;· The lake is currently a very 
popular and heavily used recreation area·because·of the natural beauty 
of the area. However, overuse and ·abuse 111a:y ·eventually reduce the 
quality i:md value of the recreation experience if proper management . 
and 1;3ufficient operational ·and maintenance ·funds--a:re ·not provided. 
Data ·were obtained from: · · (i:i) ·recreationists, (b) concessionai.res 
and other loca;l.businessmen, (c) Corps of Engineers; and (d) various 
publications. Recreationists·provided·data·on·recreation expenditures, 
various socio""'economic characteristic~ ;··miles :traveled and driving time 
required, length of ·visit and number in party, ·problems encountered and 
suggested improvements. Concessionaires and other local businessmen 
provided inf9rmation on sa:les, employment, ·var;idus management problems, 
and information on boat storage facilf.ties. · Corps tjf Engineers 
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personnel ·provided · information ·on recrea:ti:on ·attenda.nce, water level, 
and other ·data. Other informat±on·was obtained ·from·var:tous published 
sot.Jrces. This informat;i:.on included·prevtous·recreation·a:nd recreation 
related studies, input'-'output analysis·; ·and ·various .·state and federal 
publications. 
Recreation;i:sts ·using take Tenkil:ler 'on ·the ·average .were better 
educated and ·had higher inc:omes than··their ·counterparts.··· ·Approximately 
94 percent of the·household·heads ·of ·the'study·had ·at least a high 
school diplcmia:; ·compared ·with --52 ·percent: ·for ·the ,·state ·o·~ ·Oklahoma and 
39 percent ·for··the·state of Arkansas~· ·Respondents of ·the study had an 
average household income of $12,400, compared to ·$9,l.10 for the State 
of Oklahoma and $5,235 for the nearby State of Arkansas. 
Occupations.of•the respondents.were·compared ·to the occupational 
distribution shown in recent census ·data. · Occupatibna:l classifications 
of professional, manager, official, or craftsman visited ·the l,ake more 
frequently than sales, clerical; laborer, ~r operative.· 
,i 
,i Respondents of the study had ·an average investment ·per.group of 
approximc1-tely $2,900. Each group stays an kverage of 75 visitor days 
annually at Lake Tenkiller. Based on current attendance figures, 
41,400 recreation groups with a total recrea:tion·investment of approx-
imately $120 million visited ·Lake Tenkiller ·±n -1972. ·Assuming the re-
creation equipment was purchased over a five·year·periGYd, the annual 
investment ·impact ·was distributed ·as ·folJ:ows:-- ·· Oklahoma City, $6.1 
million; Tulsa, $5.5 million; Fto Smith, $3.·5 million; and the Lake 
Tenki.ller area, ·$1,1 million. 
Recreationists ·su-x;veyed at Lake Tenkiller planned to stay at-the 
lake an average of 5.75 days during t:heir vis:tt,with an·average size 
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group of 4. 72 people, or an average of 27 visitor clays. .A.nnu,dly 1 the 
same group stays an average of 74.7 visitor days ·per group at Lake 
Tenkiller. Swimming, ~~taxation; ski:tpg; 'pleasure boating, camping, 
and sunbathing receive iJ:)!e !h+aviest participatien of 'recreationists 
while at the lake. 
The group spent an average of $64. 72 ·per visit in 'the' local area, 
or $2. 39 per visitor d.~Y~ 'Th,ese expenditurei:rwere distributed as 
follows: transportation, 8.1 percent; lodging, 3.1 percent; groceries 
and meals, 60.3 percent; and miscellaneous, 28.5 percent, The total 
trip cost an;average of. $115.53 per group; or $4.-26' per visitor day. 
This includes ·round ·trip mileage at seven ·cents per mile which is in-
tended to reflect only the variable-driving costs. 
Recreation attendance•is made·up largely·of family,oriented groups 
who stay at·. the lake in excess of 24 hem rs. The · importance of recrea-
tion at Lake Tenkiller is illustrated by the miles traveled by recrea~ 
tionists coming to the lake, Approximately two-thirds of the Lake 
' Tenkiller re6reationists reside in zones II · (50-99 miles) and IV (150-
199 miles). Oklahoma City and Tulsa ·sMSA '·s are ·contained within the 
· respective zones. 
Noise was the major complaint of the respondents with motorcycles 
and loud party:tng being the two ·most ·mentioned sources. Dirty toilet 
facilities also ·received ·numerous complaints·.- ' ·Insufficient cleaning 
and maintenance·during periods ·of ·heavy'use·and the odor associated 
with open-pit to.ilets·were the·basis of ·the complaints. Some also in-
dkated more ·patrolling was needed, ·especia:J:ly late at night. 
Various changes, or needed ·improvements; for the Lake Tenkiller 
recreation C(}mplex·were suggested by·the ·respondents.- Almost all 
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suggestions were for improved 'camping ·facilities. ·· Water and electri .. 
city at. present campsites·, as well as needed ·add:t:ti6na1 campsites; more 
and better restrooms with hot .. cold showers; mo+e·picnic ·tables; and 
more drinking water· hydrants constituted ·appro:dmately· 80 percent of 
all suggestions received. 
Average annual gross receipts ·of· concession operators on the lake 
are $79,150, while the average·annua:l gross rece:!:pts·of off-lake busi-
nesses are $102,700. Cpncession operations are more labor intensive 
and provide employment for 1. 7 full time em.ployel:!s in· addition to 
available family labor while off""lake ·business provide employment for 
• 63 full ~ime employees. Combining full time· and ·part· time empleyment, 
each concession operation provides an average annual payroll of $12,460 
(16 percent of gross receipts) as compared to·theoff-l,ake business 
payrolls of $5,560 (5.4 percent of gross receipts) per business firm. 
Recreation attendance at Lake Tenkiller in 1972 was 3,095,700 
visitor days. There h~i:; been an average·annual increase in visitor 
days of 25 percent since 1967. This increase occured in spite of the 
comp~etion of numerous lakes along·and supporting·the·Arkansas River 
Navigation channel. However, development· of adequate recreation facil-
ities and ·access roads has ·not kept pace ·with the completion of new 
lakes. Once needed roads and facilities are ·developed, the recreation 
attendance ·at Lake Tenkiller may.stabilize or decrease. 
The "peak use dilE;\lllll1a 11 faced by recreation planners and managers 
has intensified in recent years at Lake Tenkiller as ·the intensity of 
the "toµrist ·season" has increased;· In each ·of ·the summer months, May 
thro1,1gh September, percentage of annual attendance·has increased in 
recent years when comparing the two time periods: 1955:-:1,963; 1963-1971. 
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July and August were ·the ·two··btg··ga±ners;;··gain±ng 22~·5 ·a:p.d 15,6 per ... 
cent :re13pectfully. 
Lake·level fluctuations did not·appear ·to·be·an·a:r!:UI ·of.concern 
for recreationists~ However, the·surveys·were·taken·at.a time when 
the lake was ·at ·an optimal ·level, leading ·one ·t(!.) ·believe th.a number 
of compla:ints·would"increase if the lake·had been·approaching a c:rit-
ical level, The resulting rocky and muddy shore-1::ine · is the major 
complaint associated ·with low lake·levels; The·quality of the swim-
ming activity ·ts ··reduced il;'l, addition ·to ·the--hazards ·faced by boaters 
and skiers~ · ·While fishermen contend ·the ·fl:uctuating ·;tal<::e level reduce1;1 
the fish population,. biologists indicate ·that ·no such ·relationship 
Concessionaires operating floating faciltt:t~s i:nust relocate those 
:l;acilitiesas·water ·level rises·or falls, ·encountering monetary costs 
when water fluctuations occur outside some given ·range. · ·The f1;1cilities 
are so located that no monetary·costs·are·associa:ted with adjqstments 
. 
between 630 feet (1:nsl). and· 625 feet · (msl)-; · ·The ·actual costs encoun;"" 
tered outside this range depend·upnn·the availab:1:lity of labor, total· 
expectedchange,and how rapidly the·lake·level ·ts cha:ng:tng. Estimated 
relocation costs in 1972 fpr the seven·coticessions ·operating under 
Corps lease on Lake Tenk.iller was $9450. 
Recreation·Demand Relationships 
b An average demand schedule·of ·the·form Q = AP· was eatimated using 
p:dce-quantity combinations for each respondent. · Expenditures per 
visitor day was used as the independent variable·(p) and annual visitor 
' ' 
days at Lake Tenkiller was the dependent variable (Q) ~ The equa.tipn 
.ii . 
was converted ·to ·J:oga:t;'itluns to permit·the·use ·of "1:tneE.tr regressien 
techniques for ·non-.'Unea:r data. ·and ·resulted ·:tn ·aurv:tl:tnear demand 
curves. 
The resulting equation; :tn·exponential form was: 
Q ·~ 91.662 p -.59345 
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6 .1 
The demand c1,1rve · (6.1) represents ·a:n avera:ge,·group ·of 4, 72 indi-
viduals. An average individual curve was est:tmat~d, ·dividing equation 
6.1 by 4. 72. · ·'fhe ·resu:J;ting··average in¢t;tvidua1: ·demand curve is: 
Individual ·demand c1,1rves were ·aggregat;sd to der:i;ve an estimat!ed 
market demand ·curve; ·An "average indivi~ual'' ·represents 15.BZ annual 
visitor days. The· ann1,1al ·attendance ·:tn 1972 ·of ·s,-09.9,-700 represents 
195,560 average individuals, Expansion of the average individu1:1l 
demand curve yields the foll:owing · estimated ·market demand curve; 
Q = 3,797,775 p-. 59345 6.3 
Estimat:ton of Benefits 
Two types of benefits were estimated~ · benefits attributable to 
Lake Tenkiller and the economic· benefits ·to··the local economy. Benefits 
attributable to Lake Tenkiller ·were·estimated ·usin.g·actual recreation 
expenditures as well as two methods of computing ·consumer surplus 
benefits. Actual recreation e~penditures ·were ·estimated at $10. 2 mil-
lion; the Trice-Wood ·Method provided an estimate ·ot · $14 i5 million; and 
the Concentric ·Travel Zone Method, an estimate ·of ·$2L·5 million for 
recreation i~pact. 
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Input-.output analysis··was ·used ·to ·mea:sure"the--tmp·a-ct ·of i,ecreation 
expenditures ·on··the lc;ical economy.· · "'l'he·stru·cture --crf ·the :·ta:ke Tenkiller 
area, economy has not ·been analyzed; mak:f;ng··it ne~~SS!ft'Y ·t;o estimate the 
magnitude of ·the appropriate multipliers,· ·based ·on other areas with 
similar geographic and socio-econom:tc ·cha:racter:i;st:l:cs. Multipliers 
selected to represent the·local econe1my··are: output; 1.69; income, 
1. 42; and employment, l. 34 ,, Estimated ·annua:1--recreat:i:crn. expenditures 
of $8.5 million in the·local area·result ·in ·$14.4 million increase in 
regional output·, $2.·8· million increase--in wages ·and ·s~la:ries, and em-
ployment for 844·emphyees, · 
Recreation Management Considerations 
The total recreation experienqe means different .things to differ-
ent people, creating the possibility· of ·recrea.ti:onists engaging in 
non-compa,table .activities in the same recreation area~ Motorcyclists 
are currently creating problems for·many of·the·other rec:reationists. 
The threat of serious injury will continue to ·exis~ ·as long as cyclists 
participate·in·the same public use·areas as being used for other re-
creational activities, A potential conflict--exists between swimming 
and boating as attendance pressures become more ·intens·e. Many of :ehe 
boat· launching ramps·.·aiid swinim:i,ng .areas are ·1~ca:tec,i in coves, forcing 
the two groups into .. the same general area, 
The env:tronmenta:l·integrity·of ·the--q;r~a·ts 'being·threatened as 
insufficient facilities exist to ·accomodate. ·the ·heavy recreation use. 
Several "overflow" areas have·beendestgna:ted·to handle the cI'owds on 
peak use weekends.· The serious ·problE:t111· is· the lack of prqper facil-
ities to accomodate the large number of mobile camper facilities, 
More copcrete·pads·and ·eiec:trical·hookups at the campsites are cri-
tically needed~· If water hookups are added,. sewer drqps also should 
be installed. Open pit toilets and the absence of shower facilities 
are also objectionable to many of the recreationists. 
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The need for additional and improved facilities becomes more ap.-
parent as several t;rends can be noted that· suggest· a ·cc:mtinuation c;,f 
the present trend in ·outdoor. recreation;· ·on: ·the ·nat:tonal ·1evel, the 
four day work week will make every weekend a three day weekend, thus 
more time for traveling. Increased levels of ei;luca.ticn1 and 1:1-waren,ess 
tend to increase one's demand for outqoor recreation. Increased levels 
of income will provide more people w:i;.th the financial means needed tQ 
recreate away from hqme. Reduced family size reduces the number of 
potential, family conflicts, allowing more "non-committed" weekends for 
the family. In, addition, smaller ·families shoulq. suggest lligher level!:! 
of discretionary income left over to do ·otl;ler things.· 
On the regional level, industrializc1,ti~n along the Arkansas River 
Waterway will attract new people ·and create ·new jobs, increiis;i.ng both 
the local population·base and income·level, thereby increasing the 
number c;,f potential recreat:ionists. · Improved ·h;tghways have led to in-
creased participation and will lead to ·still ·further increases as more 
people become aware of the increased ·recreational opportunities avail-
able to them ·within a few hours driving time. The population of three 
nearby metropolitan areas, Ft. Smith, Tulsa; and ·Oklahoma City, is ip-
creasing at .a rapid rate, which will mean even greater recreation 
pressures at Lake·Tenkiller. Estal?lishment of·rural ·water di~tricts 
has enhanced·the development ·of subdivisions in the·lake area, Tb,ese 
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subdivisions ·are ·made ·up largely· of ·permanent ·homes ·fa: ··rtatireq couples 
a:nd second ·homes for people l±ving.,considerable dista,ncis ftom the lake. 
·· Conclustons·.·and ·Implications 
The rec:reation fac:i.;tities at:Lake·Tenkil:ler ·are·used largely by 
people outsic;le the ·area;· Two ·facto;rs ·account ·for ;th:ts· ·situat:L.on. 
First, the uniqueness of ·the ·entire ·ozark ·regi<;1n ·must· ·be ·experience<;! 
to be appreciated. ·· ·While ·the area ·±s ·clc;tssi:Eied a:s a poverty l':l,rea, 
most.of the countrysiqe·remains untouched and ·tn·:tts native state, pl;'o-
viding the'recreationist a satisfying ·"back .... to""'pature" type of exper-
ience~· ·second; the lack of a sufficient population base iij the local 
area causes the lake usage to be heavily·weighted td"Ward outsiders. 
Moreover, the local people are aJ;ready l:±virtg ·:tn·the env;f.ronment other 
people are coming to experience fer a day or two at.a time. In addi-
tion,, a!llple water--based reereation opportunities ·exht in the area; 
thus Lake Tenkiller is not "unique" ·to the·local people. 
The majority of the people born and·ra:tsed in the·area do not 
fully rea:Uze the valµe of their environment. ·This has been illus":" 
trated by the lack of foresight and planning in many of the housing 
and business developments, ' ·If the unique emt::tronmental quality is 
to be maintained; areawide zoning and land ·use·controls should be 
enacted, 
Lake Tenkiller recreat::ton facilities cannot ·be managed as a sep-
arate entity~ ·but ·should be operated as ·part of a .. total ·recreation 
comple:ic mq.d~ up of other lakes in the ·area:.-·· Reereation attendance in 
the general area where Lake Tenkiller is found ·w:tll ·:t:ncreq:se, but the 
question of which lake remains to be answered.- · ·The adoption and 
10.l, 
implementation ·of··the ·"Okla:homa·:Na:t;to1,tal··Recreat:l:on·A,:,ea; ·system" woq,ld 
do muc;.h·to ·meet ·fncreased·recreational needs, 
·Need ·fo:r ·Purthe:r ·Researc;h 
Further ·research ·ts ·needed ·to. ·det~rmine ·the ·extent ·of the. shift-
ing demands·of ·recre~tioniats.and·ways·tG·meet·theE$e demands, For 
example, larger numbers ·of ·mobile ·campeis are ·using ·the ,public use 
areas. Only·recently ·have·publ:tc·agencies·begun:to make·a ·real effort 
·to ·meet ·the needs ·of these ·types ·of ·recreattcm,;f:s1;:s.- · E:fforts must be 
made to quickly determine these·needs·and·to ·find ·al~ernative ways of 
providin$ facilities and ·use areas. 
A follow-up·researeh·study·should e:itp:l:ore:the·tnte11actions of both 
water and related ·1and ·based·recreat;tonal act:tv;Lt::tes, In Oklahoma, at 
least, it appears that.camping around ·1a:rge·lakes·±s·a fast growing 
t-:i;end, with aqnsiderable ec:onomic impact.·. "It;t ·light ·of ·these eurrent 
and·emerging trends ·:i;t·may be imposs:tble to·sepax-ate the demand fer 
or economic impact of land ·and water·based·recrea:t:1:onal·1:1,ctivities. 
Efforts should also·be made to inte~iew·reereationists for 
selected periods ·thrC!l.ughout ·the ·year;" ·If recrea:tionists were inter .. 
viewed during all seaE?ons of the ·year, ·t:he ·resea:rchsr should. be able 
to determine the e~tent ·of any differences ·tn·socio~economic character-
istics and place of rE!sidence ·between re~reatton:ts·ts us;Lng tq.e l~ke 
during the ·winter and those using ·tn.e lake in ·the peak use sumrp.er. 
period, 
Finally, ·a mu~h more detailed study ·of ·off·l~ke ·recreation~! re-
lated businesses is needed.··- ·The ·full extent ·of ·tnt;eractiops between 
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businesses,· ·such··as ·motel:s, ·restaur:ant;s~· ·and·:ssrv:l:ce ·stations near the. 
lake, ·and ·recreationists using··the lake,· ·shou].:d ··be ·dete;t'lll:tned in future 
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APPENDIXES 
.• 
RECREATIONIST'S ON-SITE QUESTIONNAIRE CONFIDENTIAL 
LAKE TENKILLER WATER-BASED RECREATION STUDY 
Departments of Economics and Agricultural Economics 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Section_!. (General Information) 
Date: 
Weather Data: 
(1. 01) 1. Sunshine 
(1. 02) .1. Cool 
Section l· (Personal 













Cloudy 3. Windy 







(2.02) Relation to Head---------





3. Hot (85+0 ) 
4. 25-34 
1. Professional 6. Service Worker 
2. Manager;. Official 7. Farmer or Farm Worker 
3. Sales; Clerical 8. Not Emplc:>yed 
4. Craftsman 9. Retired 
5. Laborer; Operative 10. Student 
(2.05) Average Hours Worked Per Week-----
(2.06) Education 
1. None 4. 12 (High school) 
2. 1-6 5. 13-15 
3. 7-11 6. B.S. 
(2.07) Total Household Income Per Year 
1. <$3 ,000 4. $7-8,999 
2. $3-4,999 5. $9-11, 999 
3. $5-6,999 6. $12-14,999 
(2.08) Weeks Paid Vacation----,-.--
(or taken, if self-employed) 







(3.01) Home Town: --~-----------------------
(3.02) ~iles: -~-----------------------~ 
(3.03) Driving Time:----------------------,-~ 
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(3.04) Type of Trip: 
1. Major Annual Vacation 
2. Overnite Trip 
3. One-Day Outing 
4. 2-3 Day Outing 
5, Ot;her -----------
(3.05) NUll\ber of People in Party ~-----
(3.06) Type of Group 
1. Family (relatives) 4. Organized Group 
2. Family & Friends 5. Other -----------3. Group of Friends 
(3.07) Time Spent at Tenkiller This Visit--------
(3.08) Are you a frequent user of Tenkiller Lake facilities? 
1. Yes 2. No 
(3.09) If yes, when did you first use Lake Tenkiller? ______ (yr,) 





3. Pick-up Camper 






gas and oil) 





Expenditures at Lake Tenkiller 
1. <$10 






for This Visit 
5. $90-149.99 
6. $150-199.99 
7 ,· $200+ 
(3.13) Percentage of Tenkiller Area Cost 
1. Transportation in area % 
2. Lodging % 
3. Meals and groceries ==% 
4. Misc. (rentals, purchases, 
amusements, etc.) % 
(3.14) What factors limit the time you spend recreating at Lake Tenkiller? 
(Rank in order of significance if more than one) 
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1. Time 4. Crowding in Recreation Area 
2. Money 5. Other ----------
3. Distance (from home) 6. No Opinion 





















































Approx. Cost When Purchased Where Purchased 
Section 6. (Boat and Trailer Storage) 
(6.01) . Where is boat stored or parked? 
(6.02) 
1. Home 2. Lake Area 












$30 or greater 
How is the boat storage rental rate determined?--------~ 
(6.03) Where is camper trailer stored or parked? 
1. Home 2. Lake Area 3. Other ------
(6.04) Cost of Camper Trailer Storage 
1. None 
2. <$5 
. 3. $5-9.99 
4. $10-14.99 
5. $15-19.99 
6. $20.-29. 99 
7. $30 or greater 
How is the trailer storage rental rate determined?--------
Section l· (Site Preferenc~s and Opinion) 
(7.01) Reason Selected Lake Tenkiller for Recreation Visit 
1. Closest to Home 3. Other-----------
2. Most Beautiful Area 4. Other -----------
(7.02) How did you first learn about the facilities at Lake Tenkiller? 
1. T.V. Advertising 6. Boat and Travel Show 
2. Radio Advertising 7. Relative 
3. Newspaper Advertising 8. Friend 
4. Travel Magazine 9. Other-----------
5. Road Map 
(7.03) What would you ~ike to see done·to improve Lake Tenkiller recreation 
area? 
1. More Boat Launching Ramps 5. More Access Roads 
2. More Camping Areas 6. Other 
3. More Swimming Areas 7. Other 
4. Better Fishing 
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(7.04) Which of the following do you consider to be problems at Lake 
Tenkiller? 
1. Littering 
2. Insufficient Trash Collection and/or Trash Facilities 
3. Dirty Toilet Facilities 
4. Maintenance of Grassed Areas 
5. Noise Problems Due to Loud Vehicles 
6. Safety Problems Due to Fast Traffic 
7. Dust from Roads 
8. Insufficient Security Patrol 
9. Other--~------------------------
(7 .OS) Have you any observations .on pool fluctuation of Lake Tenkiller as it 
relates to your recreati0nal enjoyment?-------------~ 
(7.06) (Only for those in Corps non-fee camping areas) 
(7.07) 
Would you be willing to pay a nominal user fee if used for maintenance 
and improvement of facilities? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Comments -----
(Only for those in Corps fee camping areas) 
Do you object to paying the. $1.00 per night fee for the camping site 
you are occupying? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Comments 
./ 



















In column (a) place the age of each person in your group. 
In column (b) indicate the sex of each person listed. 
In the remainder of the columns check the activities participated in by each person in your group at this 
lake. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 -- 12 - 13 
I Sex Pleasure Water Swim- Sun 
Hiki~Cli"!IB_ 
Nature Scuba Relax-
Age MF Fishing Boa~i_ng Skiing ming Bathing __ Study Diving · ation Other 
I C) I 52 I I I 
I 
i 




BUSr~ESS QUESTIONNAIRE CONFIDENTIAL 
LAKE TENKILLER WATER-~ASED RECREATION STUDY 
Departments of Economics and Agricultural Economics 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Summer 1972 
Date: ------------------ Time:---- Interviewer:-----------
Name of Business: -----------------------------------------------------
Address:----------'-----------------------------------------------
Section 1, (General Information) 
(1,01) Location of Business 
1, On U.S. Highway 
2, On State Highway 
(1,02). Miles from Lake 
1. Immediate Area 
2. Less than 1 mile 
3. 1-2 miles 
4. 2-3 miles 
3, On Access Road 
4. On Lake or-Shore 
5, 3-5 miles 
6. 5-10 miles 
7. 10-15 miles 
8, Over 15 miles 







5. Service Station 
6. Food Store 
7, Marina (full~service) 
8. Boat Rental 
9. Boat Storage 
10. Boat Sales 
11, Boat Repair 
12. Retail Water Sports 
Equipment 
13. Retail Fishing Equipment 
14, Fishing Bait - Tackle 
15. Package Liquor 
16. Package 3.2 Beer 
17. Real Estate 
18. Open Fishing Dock 
19. Closed Fishing Dock 
20. Boat Docks 




(l.04) Person Interviewed 
L Owner-Operator 
2. Manager -------------~ 
(1.05) Is this business operated under a concession contract with the Corps 
of Engineers? 
1. Yes 2. No 
(1.06) How long has operator owned or operated business? -------~(yr.) 
(1.07) Did present owner start this business originally? 
1. Yes 2. No 
(1.08) Age of Business -------------
(1.09) Occupation Before Operating This Business------------
(1.-10) Reason for Establishing This Business--------------
Section 1_. (Owner's, Investment Data) 
(2.01) Value of land at start of business $ _______ _ 
(2.02) Original investment in buildings and improvements $ _______ __ 
(2.03) Subsequent investment in improvements $ _______ __ 
(2. 04) Current investment in inventory $___, ______ _ 
(2.05) Estimated market value of land and improvements 
(exclude inventory) $ _____ _ 
Section 3. (Business Sales and Operational Data) 
(3.01) Gross Sales Volume 
1. Under $5,000 8. 
2. 5,000-9,999 9. 
3. 10,000-14,999 10. 
4. 15,000-24,999 11. 
5, 25,000-49,999 12. 











?ercent of Total Gross Sales Resulting from Services 
Percent of Total Gross Sales Resulting from Sale of 




l. Growing Rapidly (over 10%) 4. Declining Slowly (2-5%) 
2. Growing Slowly (0-9%) 
3. Steady 
Comments: 
5, Declining Rapidly (5% or more) 
(3.05) 
(3.06) 
}leans of Advertisement 
1. None 6. Direct Mail 
2, Newspaper 7. Word of Mouth 
3. Radio 8. Other 
4. TV 9, Other 
s. Outdoor Signs 
Major Management Problems 
1, Inability to get and retain good help 
2, Vandalism 
3. Seasonality 
4. Uncertainty of weather 
5, Fluctuating water level in lake 
114 
6. Other~~-,-~~~..---,-~..--~--..--~~..--..----~~~~ 
(Rank in order of significance if more than one) 
Section!:±_. (Employment Data) 
(4.01) Full time ---
(4.02) Part time ---
Section 5. (Seasonal Nature of Business) 
1 
Jan.-Mar. 
(5.01) % of Annual Sales 
(5.02) % of Sales Made to 
Persons Using Lake 
(5.03) No. of Full time 
(5.04) Emolovees Part time 
(5. 05) Indicate Months Open 
1. Jan. 2. Feb. 3. Mar. 




2 3 4 I 
Aor.-June Julv-Sept, Oct.-Nov. 
I 
. 
4. Apr. 5. May 6. June 




















Section.£.· (Effect of Changes in Water Level) 
(630' power pool) 
Changes in Gross Receipts Resultin~ from Fluctuatin~ WAter Level 
Chan2es in Gross Recei,ts (estimates) 
decreases increases 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
30%+. 20-30% 10-19% 5-9% ±5% 5-9% 10-19% 20-::10% 
612 16' low 
616 12' low 
620 8' low 
624 4' low 
628-632 normal _.,..- __.,,.... __.,,.... _.,..- ~ __.,.,-, __..-- ~ 
636 4' high 
640 8' high 
644 12' high 
648 16' hill:h 
Increased Exnenditures Result-<-- "--- ,,, ______ " .. ~no '·'" .. "- •.,mol 
Chan2es in Exnenses (estimates) 
decreases increases 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
$50- $100"'.' $200- $300- $450- $600- $900-
0-$49 99 199 299 449 599 899 1199 
J 
612 16' low 
616 12' low 
620 8' low 
624 4' low 




----- -----636 4' high 
640 8' hili:h 
644 12' his!:h 








Section J_. (Boat Storage) - 10 -- 11 12 13 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -,-!'I 9 Occupancy Level 
Type: Annual 
Date Wet or Mate- No. Cons tr. Main. Rental Jan.- Apr.- July- Oct.-









Construction Materials (Code for column 3 above) 
1. Wood 2. Metal 3. Concrete Blocks 4. Wood-·Tin 5. Metal-Tin 6. Other --------
How are boat storage rental rates determined?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
(Relationship to Lake Levels) 
Do people remove boats when lake level goes down? 
1. yes 2. no Comments~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-:-~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Percentage of Boats in Storage from Vicinity of: 
Tulsa % Oklahoma City % Ft. Smith % 





Section 8. (For Lake Concessionaire~) 
1 •. How much did it cost you to move your boat docks and related facilities 
because of fluctuating lake levels in: 
1970 $ --~--
1971 $ ___ _ 
so far this year $ ____ _ 
2. How many times did you have to move your boat docks and related facilities 
because of fluctua~ing lake levels in: 
1970 $ ___ _ 
1971 $ ___ _ 
so far this year $ ____ _ 





so far this year 

TABLE XXI (Continued) 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June .July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 
N High 626.31 626.25 626.22 627.59 627.66 628.70 628.68 627.80 626.56 626.57 626.87 624.94 
"' Low 625.06 623.04 623.47 625.33 626.52 626.96 628.35 626.55 624.72 624.80 624.82 622.38 
~ Range 1. 25 3.21 2. 75 2.26 1.14 1. 74 .33 3,25 1.84 1.77 2.05 2.56 
Aver. 625.65 624.57 624.23 626.33 627 ,15 628.13 628.52 628.44 625.74 625.81 626.61 623.35 
M High 622.64 620.97 616.91 617.62 618.82 619.20 619.18 619.01 619,18 618.85 618.04 617,32 
"' Low 621.06 616.29 616.10 616.41 617.64 618.92 618.84 618.78 618.80 618.09 617.34 616.05 
~ Range 1.58 3.68 .81 1. 21 1.18 .28 .34 .23 .38 .76 .70 1.27 
Aver. 622.04 618.62 616.61 616.74 617.98 619.09 619,05 618, 92 619.04 618.54 617. 65 616.62 
_.. High 616.03 615.35 616.46 620.54 624.05 623.94 623.97 621.57 622.25 622.44 621. 76 621. 69 
"' Low 615.37 614.43 614.27 616.47 620.57 623.33 621. 66 619.80 620.88 621.50 620.97 618.17 
~ Range .66 .92 2.19 4.07 3.48 , 61 2.31 1. 77 1.37 .94 .79 3.52 
Aver. 615.73 614.98 615.30 619.04 622.73 623.65 622.98 620.52 621.43 622.12 621.32 619.86 
...., High 623.11 624.67 626.46 634.96 629. 04 628.27 627.32 622.13 619.07 617.38 616.99 617,19 
"' Low 618.07 623.21 624.19 624.97 628.14 627. 45 622,14 618.70 617.42 616.95 616.86 616.67 
"' 5.04 1. 46 2.27 9.99 .90 .82 5.18. 3,43 .-1 Range 1.65 .43 .13 .52 
Aver. 620.88 624.05 625.82 631.20 628.57 627.81 624.78 620,16 618.30 617.12 616.94 616.93 
"' High 619.81 629.78 628.61 631.14 630.27 628.75 625.55 621.90 619.81 617.07 614.79 612.78 
~ Low 617. 35 619.25 627.15 625.32 628.99 625. 67 622.00 619. 94 617.10 614.82 612.92 611.09 
,-; Range 2.46 10.53 1.46 5.82 1.29 3.08 3.55 1.96 2. 71 2.25 1.87 1.69 
Aver. 619.41 625.67 627.83 626.91 629.73 627.54 623.83 620.69 618,31 615.71 613.89 611. 66 
..,. High 611.12 610.01 610 .• 85 617.69 623.67 624.31 625.60 625.21 623.04 622.48 625.75 629.76 
~ Low 609.72 609.71 610.01 610.87 617.80 623.71 624.43 623.09 622.11 621.68 623.00 624.18 
.-1 Range 1.40 .30 .84 6.82 5.87 .60 1.17 2.12 .93 .80 2.75 5.58 
Aver. 610.53 609.93 610.39 613.82 621. 38 623.93 625.34 624.32 622. 61 621.94 625.08 626.34 
High 629.44 634.74 637.82 631.16 633.09 633. 07 632.98 631.28 629.34 627 .10 631.41 637.30 
~ Low 624.43 . 626.33 626.03 629.21 628.09 632.24 631.31 629.34 627 .13 626.19 625.96 631.08 
~ Range 5,01 8.41 11.79 1. 95 5.00 .83 1. 67 1.94 2.21 .91 5.45 6.22 
Aver. 626.45 630.75 630.22 630. 20 630.50 632.49 632.38 630.74 628.02 626.55 627.03 632.53 
High 637.55 637.91 632.18 631. 87 630.44 630.25 630.31 628.35 624. 70 625.94 625.99 624.54 
~ Low 629.93 627.33 625.90 626.55 629.01 628.86 628.48 624.81 622.07 621.51 624,61 622.49 
~ Range 7.62 10.58 6.28 5.32 1.43 1.39 1.83 3.54 2.63 4.43 1.38 2.05 
Aver. 632.79 630. 95 627. 72 628.34 629.81 629.40 629.51 626.68 623.15 624.08 625,53 623.17 ..... ..... 
\0 
Jan Feb Mar Apr 
High 623. 53 621. 7 5 626,81 633.42 
~ Low 621. 26 620.06 620.16 626.50 
~ Range 2.27 1. 69 6.65 6.92 
Aver. 622.17 620. 63 623.30 628.13 
High 630.43 627, 15 627.01 625.03 
.-t Low 627,56 623.05 625.19 622.24 
~ Range 2.87 4.10 1.82 2.79 
.-1 Aver. 629.58 624. 76 626.44 623.32 
High 632.03 628.48 624.75 628.79 
N Low 628.75 625.09 621. 96 620.87 
~ Range 3.28 3.39 2.79 7.92 
.-1 Aver. 630.41 626.49 623.13 623.40 
TABLE XXI (Continued) 
May June July Aug 
641.25 633.23 632.18 626.94 
632.57 632.26 627.10 622. 96 
8.68 • 97 5.08 3.98 
636.60 632.74 630.13 624.90 
627. 32 627.35 624.98 622.75 
622.59 625.08 622.76 620. 64 
4.73 2.27 2.22 2.11 
624.69 626.61 623. 71 622.05 
631. 24 627.90 630.68 628.32 
627. 96 625.52 626.32 622.25 
3.28 2.38 4.36 6.07 
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